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FOREWORD 

This bibliography on Rape, Rape Prevention, and Rape 

Victims is one in a series of documents and projects developed 

by the Center for Correctional Psychology in the Psycholog~l 

Department, The University of Alabama. In February 1974 a 

group of faculty and students met for: the first time to share 
j 

ideas and plans for incre2.sing knojtedge and applying the 

behavioral sciences to problems of rape. A Rape Research 

Group consisting of students and faculty was formed and has 

been active in a numbe'r of research proj ects and action efforts. 

An early difficulty faced by our group was one that 

behavioral scientists and interested students frequently meet 

as they consider rape and rape prevention: What has been 

done to prevent rape? What is the nature of existing behavioral 

science literature and theory on rape? What do we know and 

how can we build on thj,s knowledge to make significant im-

provements and programs? 

It is toward this end that the present bibliography 

on rape was prepared. There have been other bibliographies 

pTepared by rape crisis centers, as well as an excellent one 

prepared by Duncan Chappell which appeared in the Journal of 

Criminal Justice. The present bibliography annotates over 

150 articles in the' area of rape and ad1resses itself particu-

larly to the ways in which psychology, sociology, and other 

'j behavioral sciences examine rape problems. 
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As in all such efforts, this document is the product of 

a number of people. However, Marcia Walker's persistence, 

her thoughtful"and scholarly compilation of the materials, 

and he~ coordination of the Rape Research Group have been the 

essential ingredients in the preparation of this report, Her 

efforts and contributions are gratefully acknowledged, 

The work~of the Rape Research Group and the Center for 

Correctional Psychology are supported in part by grants from 

the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and from the 

Alabama Law Enfor(;ement Planning Agency. The P:sychology 

Department and the University of Alabama have generously 

extended help and support in these activities. The opinions 

expressed are the opinions of ,the authors and abstractors 

and do not necessarily reflect the official position of the 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, the Law Enforce-

ment Planning Agency, the University of Alabama, or any other 

organization. 

As we plan for ways of mobilizing behavioral science 

knowledge for preventing rape and helping rape victims, this 

bibliography is a step along the way. It is with optimism 

and hopefulness, that we release this document. 
i 
I 

1 
I , 
I 
I Stanley L. Brodsky 

Center for Correctional PsychologYi 
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INTRODUCTION 

Rape and its consequences on the victim, the assailant, and 

the- community are the subject of this bibliography. This com-

pilation of existing literature is an effort to disseminate 

infonnation pertinent to research and action efforts which seek 

to develop effective prevention and treatment programs and to 

impx\,..ve the quality of justice for rape victims and assailants. 

Rape is presently one of the most rapidly increasing crimes 

of violence aga~nst persons in the United States. Moreover, it 

remains one of the most underreported crimes. Recently, the 

need for programs studying the causes and consequences of the 

crime of rape has become recognized nationally. Within the past 

year, numerous research and action programs have been initiated 

across the country; and several books focusing specifically on 

rape have been printed. 

To date, many questions concerning rape and its consequences 

remain unanswered. Who is the assailant, and what causes him to 

commit rape? What is the psychological and social impact of 

rape on the victim? How can rape be prevented? Information 

about rape is needed to answer these questions in the planning 

and development of improved prevention and treatment programs. 

Material covered in this bibliography ranges from research 

papers and government reports to crisis center publications 

and popular articles. Literature dealing with the victim includes 

discussion of her role in the assault, the response of the legal, 

medical, and community persons to her, and the psychological 

I 
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reaction of the experience on the victim and her family. Two 

main areas discussed in literature on assailants are diagnosis 

and treatment. The authors attempt to identify the personality 

characteristics of rapists, to determine the motivations of 
. , 

assailants, and to design effective treatment and evaluation 

programs. 

Sources for the annotations included Crime and Delinquency 

Abstracts, National Instj.tute of Mental Health (computer printouts) ,i 

Psychological Abstracts, National Criminal Justice Reference 

Service, and Dissertation Abstracts International. Abstracts 

from these sources are noted in the text and constitute approxi-

mate1y one half of the annotations. 

Part II of the bibliography lists unannotated articles and • 

books which also relate to rape. Due to limited access to these 

materials and certain time restrictions, the selections in this 

section were not annotated. Some entries in this section were 

obtained from secondary sources which listed only the author's 

last name. These entries have been included in this form since 

We do not have ready access to the original materials. 

The bibliography represents the combined efforts of severa~ 

members of the Rape Research Group. Special appreciation is 

extended to Barbara Harrell, Mary Ann OWings, Kathleen Caddell, 

and Brenda Bjorklund for their assl-stance in ccPInpi1ation of the 

mo:teria1 and to Stanley Brodsky, who was instrumental in begin-

ning and implementing this project. The assistance and patience 

of Dawn Dean and Sue Maynard in typing the document is greatly. 

appreciated. 

2 

Marcia J. Walker 
January 1975 
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BOOKS 

Amir, M. Patterns in forcible rape. Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press " 1971. 

J 

Phenomenological study of the social characteristics and 
relationships of the rape offender and victim, the modus operandi, 
and likely situations of rape occurrence. The author's findings 
are based on study of existing literature as well as on his 
statistical analysis of all cases of forcible rape reported in 
the Philadelphia police department files from 1958 to 1960. 
certain aspects of the offense, such as group rape, felony rape, 
victim-precipitated rape, and the relationships between alcohol 
and rape, are examined. He concludes with a sociological theor.y 
of causation which proposes that rape results from a subculture 
of violence in which aggression is emphasized and condoned. A 
thirt.y page list of references is provided. (Abstract--Nationa1 
Criminal Justice Reference Service) 

Baughman, L. Southern rape complex: Hundred year psychosis. 
Atlanta, Georgia: Pendulum, 1966. 

Provides "the background to . . . comprehend the biases of 
the Southern bigot . . . and captures the mood of the South before, 
during and immediately after the Civil War . ',' cites those 
cases of rape---rea1, attempted,and imaginary--that fed the rape 
complex, and delves into the history of the KKK who exploited it, 
and into Southern political attitudes that have kept it alive." 
(Psychological Abstracts) 

Csida, J. and Csida, J. Rape--How to avoid it and what to do about 
it if you can't. Chatsworth, California: Books for Better 
Living, 1974. 

There has been a national awakening to the need for 
improvement of medical and psychiatric treatment of victims 

I and their aggressors, the revision of victim related law enforce
j ment techniques, and legislative reform to support victimization :1 
t needs. June and Joseph Csida examine the medical, legal, and 

j 
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emotional issues involved in the act ofrapei discuss preventive 
measures and guidelines for self-defense; and view efforts of 
law enforcement and feminist groups to minimize rape incidents 
and related degradations against women. Th~:; book commences with 
a brief account of rape experiences and describes victim atti
tudes and rapists' motivation. Also discussed are media prota
gonists; adverse public opinion, and actions of women who are 
labeled "rape bait." The authors point out the legal dilemma 
in distinguishing between forcible rape and consent. They trace 
the SUbjugation and humiliation a woman faces from the moment of 
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attack on her person, through the initial report and medical 
examination, to court interrogation. Deterrents to reporting 
the crime include the lack of separate facilities in hospitals 
-For rape victims, excessive waiting, costly hospital fees, insen
sitive law enforcement and medical personnel, and recurrent and 
unnecessarily intimate police and defense questioning. The second 
half of this book looks at efforts of physicians and psychiatrists, 
rape cr~sis centers in the East, Mid-West, and in California, the 
National Organization for Women, LEAA, and activities of the New 
York City female anti-rape squad. Current legal reform has 
focused on the removal of the corroboration requirement, and 
reduction of the death penalty for rape in order to minimize 
hesitation for prosecution of rapists. (Abstract--National 
Criminal Justice Reference Service) 

Gager, N. (Ed.) Women's rights almanac 1974. Bethesda, Mar:yland: 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton Publishing Company, 1974. Pp. 488-494. 

A notation of the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee's 
establishment of the National' Center for Control and Prevention 
of Rape in National Institute of Mental Health is given, along 
with (l) a summary of the findings concerning rape in the F.B.I.'s 
Uniform Crime Report, (2) a list of crisis centers with addresses 
and persons to contact, (3) a clarification of legal classifica
tions of rape, {4} procedures to follow when rape occu,rs, (5) hos
pital procedure, {6} follow-up medical treatment, (7) description 
of the Rape center Bill introduced by Senator Charles 
Mathias. 

Gornick, V. and Moran, B. Woman in a sexist society. New York: 
Basic Books, 1971. 

Briefly examines the rape fantasy as the woman's myth of 
violence. The violence myth for men is often expressed in fantasie 
of war and fighting. Concern and fear of rape constantly remain 
with a woman. The reason fear of rape is so present in the daily 
lives of women is that women are cautioned about this threat from 
an early age. Also, every female is a possible rape victim~ 

Herschberger, Ruth. Adam's rib. New York: Harper and Row 
Publishers, Inc., 1970, "Is rape a myth?" Pp. 15-27. 

Ruth Herschberger.' s article, writt,en during the period of 
1941-1946, describes the basic components of the rape myth. The 
assumptions presented include the following: (1) the innate 
sexual aggressiveness of man and his physical power over w9men, 
(2) the concept put forth by Karl Menniger that man has more of ! 

'a death wish or desire to destroy than a woman (and consequently,! 
is leSS responsible for his deeds due to this instinctual drive), 
(3) the r~sponsibility placed upon women to control this male 
instinct, (4) the distinction between the sexual act (which can 
be experienced only by the male) and the sexual relationship ,J 
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(the female counterpart), (5) the humiliation inflicted upon 
women due'to society's definition that the act of rape robs her 
of purity, virtue, and honor, (6) the "conqueror" image of the 
assailant and the "happily succumbing" image of the woman, (7~ the 
man's submission to a natural desire which is s~tisfie:d'i~ed~ately, 
and the woman's submission to the male, the sat~sfact~o~ ~n ~he 
submi"ssion being transferred to the future event of g~v~ng b~rth 
to and rearing children. 

Kanowitz, L. Women and the law. Albuquerque, New Mexico: 
Unive~sity of New Mexico Press, 1968. Pp. 18-25. 

Rape is presently defined as a man's "fcrcible violation of 
a woman;" there is no provision in the law for the male: to,be ~ 
victim of rape. Kanowitz deals with the legal and soc~al ~mpl~ca
tions of statutes on seduction, enticement, and statutory rape. 
Sexual discrimination remains pervasive in most of the modern 
statutory rape laws, according to the author. 

Le Bourdais, I. The trial of steven Truscott. Philadelphia: 
Lippincott, 1966. 

On a summer evening in 1959 near the small southwestern 
Ontario town of Clinton, l2-year old Lynne Harper was brutally 
raped and murdered. Steven T~uscott~ he~ l4-year old school~ 
mate, was charged with the cr~me, tr~ed In adult court, convlcted, 
and sentenced to hang. His appeal dismissed, Steven's sentence 
was commuted to life imprisonment. This book is a carefully docu
mented attempt to prove that he was innocent. (Crime and 
Delinquency Abstracts) 

MacDonald, J. M. Rape: Offenders and their victims. Springfield, 
Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1971. 

The nature of the crime of rape is examined from the view
point of the offender, his vic,tim, th~ ph~sic~an, psy~hia~ristl 
police officer, and attorney. Author~tat~ve ~nformat~on lS , 
presented from actual case material on the sco~e ~f rape, fprclble 
rape, characteristics of victims and char~cter~st~cs of offenders. 
Special attention is given to cases of ch~ld ,rape, the ps~ch<?logy 
of the rapist, the nature of group acts of rape! and the ~n~~
dence of homicide which often follows. Incest ~s also cons~dered, 
along with the situation of false ac?usati~n of rape. Finally, 
the specifications of the law regard~ng cr~mes of rape ~re. , 
examined, taking into account injusti?e in ~h,e <;ourts, ~ud~c~al 
review of rape convictjons, criminal ~nvest~g.at~on, pun~s~ent, 
treatment and prevention. 208 references. (Abstract--Nat~onal 
Institute of Mental Health) 

Medea, C. and Thompson, K .. Against rape. New York: Farrar, 
Straus, arid Giroux, 1974. 
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Drawing on information collected from rape victims, two 
feminists discu8s various aspects of rape. Motivation for rape 
is viewed as hostility and/or gratification. A rapist is often 
not a stranger, but a neighbor, a friend, or a relative. Authors 
present wa~s to avoid attack and methods for self defense during 
confrontatl0n. They examine psychological reactions of the victim 
to rape, the respon~e of the criminal justice system, and the 
recent. movement agalnst rape by women's groups. 

New woman's survival catalogue. Berkeley, California: Berkeley 
Books. Pp. 145-159. 

Briefly recounts the activities of various rape crisis 
ce~t7rs across the coun~ry. Supplies addresses for the rape 
C:1S1S centers and,hot~lnes that,are presently in operation. 
LlstS current publlcatlons and fllms on rape and provides a short 
exposition of each. Describes both formal and informal methods 
of self defense. 

O'Connell, L. Dial 577-R-A-P-E. New 'York: Putnam, 1974. 

Fictional account of a female police officer who' works as a 
member of the New York City Police Department's Rape Analysis 
and Investigation Squad. 

Schorsch, E. Sex offenders. Stuttgart~ Ferdinand Enke, 1971. 

, S7xua~ deviationi~ ~i~cussed, including an empirical 
lnvest1gatlon, . and a ,crl tJ.cJ.sm of the moralistically oriented 
psychiatric sexual science. A method evolved from the sociologi
cal model of ro~es and from the psychopathology of personality is 
proposed to def1ne a psychopathology'in role behavior. On this 
basis t sexual deviation may be desc~ibed as various disturbances 
in t~e r71ationsh~p to t~e r~ality of a situation. The practical 
appllcatlon of thlS outllne 1S demonstrated in an evaluation of 
416 opinions of sex offenders. The basic data of these criminals 
ar~ div~ded into groups: exhibitionists, pedophiles, homosexuals, 
an ra~lsts, and,these a:e furthe~ sub~ivided into various types. 
A ~p~clal appen~l~ contalns quest10nnalres dealing with non- . 
crlmlnal and crlmlnal sexual delinquents, first offenders and 
recidivists, aggressive and nonaggressive delinquents as weli as 
a criti~al discussion of the so-called sexual additi~n, which is 
the basls for Giese's concept of perversion. (Abstract--
National Institute of Mental Health) 
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ARTICLES 

General' 

Banay, R. S. Police dilemma with sexual crimes. Medical 
Aspects of Human Sexuality, 1971, 5 (9), 208-209, 214-216. 

I i The policeman is in the midst of a turmoil caused by new 
police methods, legal technicalities and changing attitudes. 
It is noted that policemen in the lower echelons are recruited 
from diversified cultural backgrounds which influence their 
practice of law enforcement, particularly in situations involving 
sexual crimes or victimization. (Author abstract) 

Barnes, J. Rape and other sex offenses. British Medical Journal, 
1967, 2, 293-296. 

Briefly defines rape according to English law. Author 
states that adequate medical evidence will corroborate the victim's 
accusation and will aid in identification of the assailant. 
Procedures for medical examination of rape victims and accused 
assailants are detailed. There is a similar review of legal 
definition and medical treatment for cases of incest, indecent 
assault, and sodomy. 

Baron, R. and Bell, P. Effects of heightened sexual arousal on 
physical aggression. Paper presented at Slst Annual Conven
tion, APA, 1973. 

Several studies indicate that sexual arousal a,nd physical 
aggression are closely rel~ted. This experiment tests the hypo
thesis that "heightened sexual arousal, induced through exposure 

, to erotic stimuli, would tend to facilitate subsequent attacks 
against the victim when this person was male, but would fail to 
exert such e:f;fects or actually tend to inhibit subsequent aggres-
'sion when this individual was a female." Erotic or neutral 
stimuli were presented to male subjects in two groups. The 
subjects were then placed in a situation where they could aggress 
against a victim by means of an electric shock. Increased sexual 
arousal inhibited aggressive responses of the subject against 
victims of both sexes. The authors hypothesized that the magni-
tude of induced sexual arousal greatly influenced consequent 
aggression. 

Baron, R. The aggression-inhibiting influence of heightened 
sexual arousal. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 
in press. 

I i This experiment explores the hypothesis that sexual arousal 
1 will increase the degree of aggression experienced by subjects 
I who have previously been exposed to shocks administered by an 
I individual and that sexual arousal would inhibit aggression if 
[ 
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Sex offenses, including indecency, exhibitionism, 
philia, statutory rape and rape. The offender and the 
Personality of the offender and the victim. Research. 
discussion. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

.j 

pedo
victim. 

General 

curtis, L. Criminal violence: Inquiries .into national patterns 
and behavior. Dissertation Abstracts International, 1973 
(June), Vol. 33 (12-B), No. 6072. 

~here hdd not been provocat.ion. The subjects were first involved 
1n ~n experimental session in which they were arbitrarily. 
ass:-gned to the role of problem s'olver, while confederates were 
ass:-gr;ed to evaluate th7ir work. Shocks (ranging from 0-10) were 
adm1n1stered on the bas1s of the quality of the solqtion--the 
p<;>orer the work, the larger the number of shocks given. Evalua
t10n~.were als~ ~ritter; describing the work of the subjects. In 
the anger cond1t:-on, n1ne s~ocks were administered by the confed
erat7s,and negat1ve evaluat10ns were written. In the no-anger 
cond1t10n, the confederate delivered only one shock and wrote a An inquiry into national patterns and behavior in criminal 
favo:able eval~atio~. ~ubjects were then exposed to either non- \ violence based on a 10% sample from· the year 1967 of police 
erot1c or erot1c st1mu11. Following this procedure, the subjects offense and arrest reports for criminal homicide, aggravated 
we-:e allowed to assume the role of teacher in a situation in .' assault, forcible rape, and robbery in 17 American cities is 
wh1ch the conf7derate was to respond and the subject was to either" presented. The national urban data on most varial?les and contrasts 
reward the subJect for a correct answer or punish him by pushing factual objectivity with public imagery is provided. The extent 
one of ten shock butt~ns, (the higher the number, the stronger the to which the four criminal behavior systems merge and the degree 
s~ock): T~e :e~ults 1nd1cated that the intervening erotic stimuli of their uniqueness is examined. The abstractly empirical survey 
s1tua~10n 1nh1b1ted the aggression exhibited by the angered group, variables are fitted at theoreticallY,oppor.tune points into a 
but d1d not affect the amount of aggression shown by the non- ! literature review of explanatory perspectives on one dimension 
angered group. • of American personal criminal violence--by blacks on black and 

Bauer, G. Instinctual crimes of young and minor delinquents. 
Praxis der Kinderpsychologie and Kinderpsychiatrie, 1970, 
19 (6), 234-237. 

T~pical cases of sex crimes and murders are discussed. The 
n7cess1~y of notifying the authorities of' all sex crimes com
m1tted 1S stressed. The establ~Shment of a rule that all young 
sex off7nder~ Shou~d be placed 1n care of a psychiatrist as early 
as,p<;,ss1ble 1n the;1r u?areer~" in order to prevent additional 
~r1m1nal act~. C-:1me 1nvest1gators should receive special train-
1~g for dea11ng w1th sex cri~~s. (Psychological Abstracts) 

Bornstein, F •. II?-vestigation of rape: Medico-iegal problems. 
Medical Trial Technique Quarterly, 1963, 9, 61. 

, Sin~e ther7 are few witnesses to the assault of rape, most 
tr1al 7v1denc7 1n ra~e cases is circumstantial. The collection 
of.med1cal eV1dence 1S an essential part of the investigatory' 
p-:ocess. Important aspects of the investigation are: examina
t10n o~.cl<;,thing; determination of extent and nature of violence; 
det7rm1nat10n of sexual penetration; and examination for seminal 
sta1~s. Author provides illustrative case reports and discusses 

'spec1al ~roblem~ in e~ami~ing cliild victims. Bornstein states 
that med1cal eV1den~e should be used as objective information in 
the legal pr~cess w1th a slant toward neither the defense nor 
the prOSeC1.lt10n. 

Colin, M. and Hochmann, J. Sex pathologies. In M. Colin (Ed.), 
Etudes de criminologie clinique. Paris: Masson, 1964. 
Pp. 131-153. 
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white victims. (Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 

Giacinti, T. A. and Tjaden, C. The crime of rape in Denver. 
report submitted to the Denver High Impact Anti-Crime 
Council, Denver, 1973. 

A 

statistical analysis of data collected from files of the 
Denver Police Department (July 1, 1970-June 3, 1972). Items 
analyzed are characteristics of the as~ault, the victim, and the 
assailant; victim-offender relationship; extent of violence; and 
victim response to the attack. Response of the Denver criminal 
justice system to rape cases is reviewed, and recommendations for 
rape reduction programs are suggested. 

Goldner, N. S. Rape as a heinous but understudied crime. 
Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology, and Police Science, 
1972,63 (3),402-407. 

A cross-section of the available literature on forcible rape 
is presented, and some of the available data concerning the 
frequency, time, place and methods of forcible rape, as well as 
that concerning the personality characteristics of both the rapist 
and his victim. are summarized. A partial explanation of the 
question of why knowledge of rape is so incomplete and why so 
little formal study has been devoted to it is provided. A better 
understanding of the motivation to commit rape would probably 
result in fewer victims. The task of the police, courts and 
penal system in their investigation, prose~ution and rehabilita
tion of the offender would also be made easier. Legislatures 
would be able to work on more enlightened and less emotional 
bases. Finally, the adjustment of the rape victim to the social 
and psychological stress caused by rape would be facilitated. 57 
references. (Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 
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Hammer, E. C. The relationships between psychosexual pathology 
and the sex of the first drawn person. Journal of Clinical 
~sychology, 1954, 10, 168-170. 

Investigates the performance on a "Draw a Person" test of 
84 sex offenders imprisoned at Sing Sing. Results indicate that 
the sex of the first drawn person does not adequately denote the 
subjecb'es "sexual identification or psychosexual conflicts. II 

Hayman, C., et. ale Sexual assault on women and children in the 
District of Columbia. Public Health Reports, December 1968, 
83 (12), 1021-1028. 

, The F.B.I. repor~s that violent crime is increasing rapidly 
1n the U. S. In forc1ble rapes alone there was a 46% increase 
f:om 1960 ~o 19?7., Certain details of the history and examina
t10n of 1,500 v1ct1ms of sexual assault in Washington, D. C. are 
presented. Injuries, pregnancy and a low incidence of venereal 
disease were accompaniments. Emotional disturbances were rela
tively frequent. About 85% of the victims were nonwhite much 
higher ,than their representation in the population. Age~ ranged 
from 1 to 88 years, with the highest number at age 14. It is 
sug?ested ~hat more complete evaluations should be made by using 
res1dents 1n gynecology and/or pediatrics and in areas removed 
from the ~edlam o~ emerg~ncy ro<?ms where examination is usually 
~y a har:1ed and1nexper1enced 1ntern. A unique followup system 
1S descr1bed. 8 references. (Author abstract modified--Crime 
and Delinquency Abstracts) 

Hodgens, E. G. Offense of rape in Victoria. Australian and New 
Zealand Journal of Criminology, December 1972, 5 (4), 225-249. 

The proposed model sub-divides the rape offense into the 
following types--a rape, a felony with a maximum sentence of 15 
years, gross sexual imposition, a felony with maximum sentence 
of 10 years. Sentencing criteria for these offenses are included. 
wi th consideration of both the offender and the specific offense'.' 
(Abstract--National Criminal Justice Reference Service) 

Holle, R. Statistics of sex offenses. Kr.iminalistik (Germany), 
February 1964, 18 (2), 63-66. 

. Statistics of sex offenses in Germany during 1953-1962, 
1nc~uding rape, pedophilia, homose~uality, procuration, etc. 
Pun1shrnent, legal of offenders. Descriptive. (Crime and Delin
quency Abstracts) 

Howell, L. M. Clinical and research impressions regarding murder 
and sexually perverse crimes. Psxchotherapy and Psycho
somatics (Paris), 1972-73, 21 (1-6), 156-159. 
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Clinical impressions on the nature of murder an~ sexually 
perverse. crimes are presented by a ps~chiatrist at the California 
State Penitentiary in Chino, California. Research indicates that 
in murders in which the wife was the victim, the husband was 
usually a fairly successful man· in his forties with no prior 
arrests. Most frequently, the termination of the marriage had 
been recognized by institution of divorce proceedirigs. The 
victim of rape is not necessarily the victim of the rapist's 
·wrath. One category of rapist attacks any female as a r~pre~enta-
tive of the woman who rejected him. Another type of rap1st 1S a 
severely inadequate man who is so overwhelmed with threat that he 
must subdue and frighten the victim in order to be able to engage 
in sexual intercourse. The prognosis for this sbbject's therapy 
is usually poor. Other topicsinclu~e'pe~ophiles, persona~ity 
dynamics of rapists from tests and h1stor1es and the dynam1cs of 
violence, rape and murder. (Abstract--National Institute of 
Mental Health) 

Kraus, J. New South Wales--Trends in the rates of murders, man
slaughter, and rape among male juveniles, 1956-69. 
Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminolo~, September 
1972, 5 (3), 146-156. 

A formal analysis of trends in the rates of charges of 
murder, manslaughter and rape preferred against male juveniles 
in New Sou~h Wales, Australia, is reported for the 1956-1969 
period v and the age trends among these juvenile:s is analyzed. 
No statistically significant trends were found for the rates of 
murder and manslaughter, and for the annual mean age of juveniles 
charged with the offenses. A highly significant increase was 
found for the rates of rape. When the rates of rape ,were broken 
down into individual and pack rapes, both types of rape showed a 
highly significant increase, but the rates of pack rapes we:e . , 
found to have increased 2.5 times faster than the rates of 1nd1V1-
dual rapes. The methods of assessing the significa?ce ~f th~ 
annual fluctuations of future rates, and of the age of Juven1les 
being ch~rged, are indicated. The fin4ings are then discussed 
in the light of the available literature. 21 references. 
(Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 

MacNamaera, D. Police and sex: An interview with a criminologist. 
Sexual Behavior, 1971, 1 (4), 24-31. 

An interview with~a criminologist is presented, in which 
the different types of criminal sexual activity are identified 
along with the usual police procedures for detection, and some 
observations coricerning the sexual attitudes of the police popu
lation are offered. Highly hostile responses are noted by 
policemen toward unmotivated and vicious sex crimes, and possible 
oveireaction to the criminal in such cases appears possible. The 
~ubject of forcible rape is discussed in some detail, including 
methods of apprehension, types of evidence used in identifying 
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.~he offender, and pretrial detention procedures. Some opinion 
J.S o~f~red on the personality types of rapist - murderers and 
p~ssJ.ble psychological disturbances in such persons. The more 
mJ.nor sex offenses, s~ch as exhibitionism, fetishism, obscene 
pho~e,c~lls, and p~epJ.ng toms r are also discussed, as well as the 
actJ.vJ.tJ.es and motJ.ves of prostitutes. Brief mention is made of 
the pro.~lem of homos7xuality. Finally, a general description of 
~he tYPlcalpersonalJ.ty typ~ found among law enforcement personnel 
J.S offered, and the suggestJ.on that men become policemen because 
the¥, are late~t homosexuals is commented upon. (Abstract-
NatJ.onal InstJ.tute of Mental Health) 

\ 

Nation~l Commis~ion on the Causes and Prevention of Violence. 
VJ.olent crJ.~e: Homicide, assault, rape, rObbery. New York: 
George BrazJ.ller, 1969. 

The report of the National Commission on the Causes and Pre
:ention of ~iolenc~ i~ presented in wh~ch the profile, causes, 
J.ncreased r~t~ of J.ncJ.dence, and prevention of violent crimes 
suc~ as,h~~J.cJ.de, assault, rape, and robbery are surveyed. The 
ba~J.c fJ.naJ.ngs of the Commission are: (1) Violent crimes are 
ch7efly a probl~m of th~ cities of the nation, and there violent 
crJ.mes are commJ.tted maJ.nly by the young, poor, male inhabitants 
of the ghet~o. ~2~ The slums' increasingly powerful social forces 
are generatJ.ng rJ.sJ.ng levels of violent crime which. unless checked 
th;reate~ to turn o~r,cities into defensive, fearful'societies. 
(3) An J.mproved,crJ.mJ.~al justice system is required to contain 
the growth ~f vJ.olent crime, but only progress toward urban 
reconst:uctJ.on,can re~uce the strength of the crime causing 
fo:ces J.n the J.nner cJ.ty and thus reverse the direction of present 
cr;t.me trends. 28 references. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

The offense of rape seen from a criminological point of view. 
Correspondent: Jur. Kand. Sten Holmberg, Kevingeringen 18, 
Danderyd, Sweden. January 1, 1964-September 1966. 

This study inclUdes all cases of rape or attempted rape 
reported to the S~edish police in 1960. The project consists of 
two parts. ~he fJ.rst part is a descriptive study of the crime; 
based on polJ.ce reports. A code sheet of 100 variables will be 
used to record data. The second part of the study concerns the 
background data on convicted offenders. It is based mainly on the 
tre~tment,register of the Swedish Department of.Corrections. 
(ThJ.s proJect was. collected and communicated t.o the Information 
Cente: on Crime and Delinquency through the courtesy of both the 
Co~n~J.l of Europe and the Scandinavian Research Council on . 
CrJ.~J.nology. It ap~ears in th~ Council of Europe's files as 
proJect =181.) (CrJ.me and DelJ.nquency Abstracts) 

Operatio~ rape reduction: summary and recommendations of the 
natJ.onal rape reduction workshop. Denver Anti-Crime Council. 
Denver, 1973. 
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Operation Rape Reduc.tion is a development or tbe National 
Rape Reduction Workshop, sponsored May 15-16, 1.,9>7J by the Denve.r 
Anti-Crime Council. This report, which summarizes the proj(~ct, 
defines the problem·of rape in Denver and compares it to Dther 
areas. A number of programs dealing with public information, 
police, prosecution, victim support, and offender evaluation and 
treatment were designed ,at the workshop and are presently being 
implemented. The report also includes a summary of the workshop 
activities and a list of its participants. 

police discretion and the jUdgement that a crime has been com
mitted--Rape in Philadelphia. University of Pennsylvania 
Law Review, 1968, 117 (2), 277-332. 

Study of criteria used by police in determining whether rape 
has been committed. Analysis of response of courts. Promptness 
of complaint, physical condition of complaintant, and prior 
behavior of the complaintant were considered by police and courts 
although differences in emphasis were found. Police consider age 
and race important. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

Rape--Denver. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and the 
National League of Cities-united States Conference of 
Mayors, April 1974. 

Provides an overview of procedures followed in investigation 
and prosecution of rape cases. Summarizes the findings of the 
Denver Anti-Crime Council as reported in "The Crime of Rape in 
Denver" tGiacinti and Tjaden, 1972). The data for this study 
was obtained 'from Denver narrative police reports (July 1, 1970-
June 30, 1972) on reported rapes and was analyzed in the following 
variables: characteristics of the victim, the offender, the 
assault, and court disposition. Summarizes major topics dis
cussed at the Denver Rape Reduction Workshop and reviews programs 
implemented from the workshop recommendations. Actions which 
will reduce the incidence of rape and improve treaT~ent of both 
the offender and the victim are: increasing reporting of sexual 
assault, improving investigation process of the criminal justice 
system, implementing legislative reform, establishing support 
groups for victims, and developing educational rape prevention 
programs. 

Roth, L. T~rritoriality and homosexuality in a male pris6n 
population. - ~eri,can Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 1971, 41 
(3), 510-513. 

The housing locations of inmates in a large federal 
penitentiary are analyzed in an attempt, to study behavior char
acteristics such as territoriality and homosexuality in a male 
prison population. The purpose was to determine: (1) if inmates' 
living assignments within the compound are random; (2) where 
aggressive, rapist homosexuals live; and (3) if homosexuals of 
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t~is,type,li,:,e within territories, how that phenomenon occurs. 
F~nd~ngs~nd~cate that the majority of the homosex'lals live in 
ce~l blocks ~ c;tS opposed to dormi t()ries, since opportunities for 
pr~vate act~v7ty are,fewer in the latter settings. In addition 
homosexuals w~~h ::ap~st and a.ggressive personality traits were 
se~do~ found W~ t~~n the sc;tme ~er7'i tory, thus supporting the 
pr~nc~~les of,an~mal terr~tor~a11t~. Implications for ecology 
al!d the pract7cal management of pr~sons to prevent ourbreaks of 
v~olent behav~or are noted. (Abstract--National Institute of 
Mental Health) 

.:rtotter, G. S. Sex attitude scale. Unpublished manuscript. 
Montclair, New Jersey, 1973. 

The sex attitude scale form J is designed to collect the 
responses ,of experts regarding male and female sexual adjustment 
and maladJustment. Experts in the area of sexuality and mental 
h~alth were soli<?ited to respond to 100 sexual attitude items in 
t~e way they bel~eved a sexually adjusted and maladjusted person 
m~ght. One fourth were asked to fill out the questionnaire as a 
se~ually adjusted female might, one fourth the way a sexually mal
a~Justed female might, one fourth the way a sexually adjusted male 
m~ght, ,and,one fourth the way a sexually maladjusted male might. 
Select~on 7nto one of ·the above groups was made at random. Those 
types of d~sorders traditionally grouped under the heading of 
pat~o~o~y, ,e.g., rapist, child molester, overt homosexual, 
~xh~b~t~on~st, are not included as sexual maladjustment. Sample 
~tems are: all men have a trace of femininity in them' it is 
c;tbno~al for g~rls to masturbate; compulsory sex education is an 
~nvas~on o~ pr~vacy. Ratings are made in terms of a 7-point 
~cale rang~ng from totally agree to totally disagree. The 
~nstru~ent taps such areas as sex roles, genital sexuality, sex 
e~ucatlon, etc. The scale requires about 15 minutes for comple
t~on. ,Analyses of the responses collected will be made to 
determlne:, (1) the items for which there e,xist differences 
~etween adJust~d and ma~adjusted sexual types; (2) the differences 
lh the con~eptlons of wnat constitutes female maladjustment and 
w c;tt const~tutes male maladjustment; (3) the areas in which'there 
eXlsts cons7nsus of disagreement among judges as to what consti
tutes maladJ ustment; and (4) how the responses of psychologis'ts 
compare to the responses of other criterion groups such as sex 
educators. Further information regarding the proj~ct and a copy 
of ~he scale ~ay be obtained from the author. (Abstract-
Nat~onal Inst~ tute of Mental Heal.th) 

Schiff, A. F. Rape in other countries. Medicine, Science; and 
the Law (London), 1971, 11 (3), 139-143. 

Forcibl~ rc;tpein European countries and the U. S. is com
~ared. The ~nc~dence (per 100~000 of population) is much greater 
~n the U. S. (3~) than in Luxemburg (2.7), France (1.9), Holland 
(1.2) ,and Belg~um (0.8). This seems to be just one more example 
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of the extent of lawlessness in the U. S. Part of the explanation 
involves overcrowded living conditions, which produce edginess 
and hostility. A more liberal European attitude toward prostitu
tion is. also offered as an explanatior;t. European criminal 
p2nalties for rape are much lighter than those in the U. S. 9 
references. (Abstract--National Institute of· Mental Health) 

Schiff, A. F. Rape. Medical Aspects of Human Sexuality, 1972, 
6 (5), 76-77, 81-82, 84. 

A review of statistical data, opinion and clinical informa
tion concerning the status of rape is set forth. Rape may be 

! variously defined and generally excludes the possibility of a 
man raping his wife. Rape need not involve violence or the 

) threat of violence. Information on the question of who is raped 
/~ is set forth. The nature of the rapist is discussed. Approaches 

to prevention or avoidance of rape are reviewed. (Abstract-
National Institute of Mental Health) 
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Schumacher, M. Violent offending: A report on recent trends in 
violent offending and some characteristics of the violent 
offender. Wellington, New Zealand: A. R. Shearer, 1971. 

A sequel to a previous pUblication on penal research in New 
Zealand, the study examines eight categories of violent offending-
common assault, aggravated assault, robbery, aggravated robbery, 
wounding with intent 1 assault by a male on a female, rape, and 
attempted rape. Trends in violent offending are reviewed along 
with a sample of violent offenders, and a discussion of the 
victims of violent crime. It is concluded that an understanding 
of some of the characteristics of the violent offender should 
help solicit the active engagement and commitment of citizens in 
effective crime and violence control. 18 references. (Abstract-
National Institute of Mental Health) 

Schwartz, B. The ef:;:ect in Philadelphia of Pennsylvania's 
increased penalties for rape and attempted rape. Journal 
of Crim~nal Law, Criminology, and Police Science, 1968, 
59 (4), 509-515. 

Analysis (of case study) effects of increased sanctions for 
rape. No dec:rease was found. Schwartz recommends social preven
tion. Compared actual to trend ratios of rapes for months in 
1966 subsequent to legislation giving more severe penalties for 
rape and the prevj.ous 83.;z years. No decline was found. 113 sample 
cases were dr61wn from the time before and after legislation and 
judged for seriousness on the Sulin-Wolfgang Index. Medians were 
virtually identical. Injury rates did not change either . 
(Psychological Abstracts) 
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Schwendinger, J. ana Schwendinger. Rape myths: In legal, 
theoretical, and everyday practice. Crime and Social Justice 
Spring-Summer 1974, 18-26. 

Forcible rape is the mos~ rapidly increasing crime of 
violence in t~e united States. Moreover, the majority of rapes 
are u~eported. Sexist myths and racist and classist discrimina
tions influence the treatment of rape victims. Myths discussed 
are: "rape is impossible (if the woman really resists), a woman 
who gets raped is asking for it, men rape because of uncontrol
lable passions, an ilnbalance in the sex ratio causes rape, and 
legalizing prostitution will reduce rape." Briefly accounts 
improvements in victim support and hospital and legal procedures 
by the women's movement. Authors cont,end that rape results from 
contradictions produced by the American class system and recom
mend a change to a "relatively crime-free" socialist system. 

st. Giza, J. Sexual offenses committed by juveniles in Poland 
be'tween 1961 and 1967. Revija Za Kriminolistiko in Krimino
logijo (Ljubljana, Yugoslavia), 1971, 22 (1), 20-29. 

Problems of sexual offenses committed by juveniles in 
Poland between 1961 and 1967 are reviewed, and typical forms of 
sexual nonconformism are defined on the basis of cour.t statistics. 
The data show that the number of these offenses was on .the 
increase during the period analyzed, and the most frequent 
offenders among juveniles were male. Two principal offenses were 
committed: sexual indecency with minors under 15 years of age 
and rape, with the latter increasing in particular. Finally, the 
problem of undetected offenses of this type is discussed. It 
appears that they could be in the proportion of 1:100, but differ 
greatly between particular offenses. 18 references. (Journal 
Abstract Modified--N&tional Institute of Mental Health) 

Takahashi, Y. Current status of antisocial behaviors of children. 
Kyoiku Shinri (Tokyo), 1972, 20 (8), 46-49. 

Statistical data on trends in jU'venile delinquer .. cy in Japan 
are presented. The delinquency rate per 1,000 juvenile~ under. 
20 years of age was 8.2 in 1955, 11.2 in 1960, 12.0 in 1964, 
9.6 in 1967, 9.2 in 1968, 8.9 in 1969, and 10.1 in 1970. Serious 
rape and other sexual offenses have been decreasing: and bodily 
injury and theft had been decreasing since 1944, but increased 
after 1970. The percentage of juvenile delinquents as part of 
the total criminal popUlation (both adults and juveniles) .to 
1955 and between 1968 and 1970, increased for thefts and bodily 
injuries, decreased for rapes and showed no change in murder and 
arson. Crimes involving automobiles have ~isen sharp~y. 
(Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 
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Weiss, E. f et. al. The mental heal th conu~i ttee: ,Repc;>rt of the 
subcommittee on t.he probl.am of raf1e ln the Dlstrlct of 
columbia. Medical Annuls of the Distr~.ct of ·Columbia, 1972, 
41 (11), 703-704. 

Recommendations are made for providing better care f.or,the 
victims of rape. It is suggested that: (1) a nurse ,or sO~lal 
\vorker accompany police officer of the sex squc;d on lnvestlg~
tions to offer sympathetic support: (2) all p:r'lvat~ an~ publlG 
hospitals should accept rape victims, and the examlnatlo~ be 
conducted by qualified personnel in the field,o~ obste~rlc~ and 
gynecology; (3) hospitals make available quallfled pr07~s~1~nals 
to offer emotional support to the sexually assaulted, v-,-,.tlm, 
(4) in the case of a trial involving an assaulted Chlld or 
adolescent, the victim's testimony be taken privately, ~nd,the 
individual taking that testimony be,the one to present It In 
court. (Abs~ract--National Institute of Mental Health) 

Wilson, P. R. Crime and the public. Australian and New Zealand 
~\rnal of Crim:=..r:.0logy ,(Melbourne), 1971, 4 (4), 223-232. 

Attitudes of 3,054 Australians regarding 6 topical and 
controv8risal social problems were surveyed. Findings revealed 
that crime concerned almost half the sample; but it did not,worry 
respondents as much as education and ranked onlY,slightly h:gher 
than race relations in a ranking of concerns. Dlfferenc~s In 
concern about crime were reflected in geographic area, wlth ~ore 
people in larger cities worried than small town or rural reSl
dents. Crime also worried older rather than younger people and 
particularly concerned those low,in th~ Australian class system. 
Estimates by respondents of 3 maJor crlmes (murder, rape~and 

J bank holdups) fell far below the actual rate of these crlmes. 
Many respondents reported tangible methods of taking precau~ions 
against crime victimization. Crime control was seen essentlally 
as a matter for the police rather than a challenge to the whole 
community. Social implications of the findings are discussed. 
3 references. (Author Abstract Modified-~National Institute of 
Mentell Health) 

The Victim 

Amir, M. Victim precipi tated ~orcib~e rape . Journal of Cr~J!ninal 
Law, Criminology, and Pollce SClence, December 1967, 5L 
(4), 493-582. 

Theoretical and legal aspects of victim precipitation in 
forcible rape are discussed. Empirical data ~as coll~cted ~rom 
646 cases of forcible rape reported in the Phlladelphla pollce 
Department files from 1958 to 1960. In 19% of the r~pe,cases , , 
studied the case was termed victim precipitated. Vlctlm preclpl
tation differs from provocation and seduction and is defined·by 
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Ami: as "those rape situations in which the victim actually, or during the 12 months prior to the collection. App~oximatel~ 
so lt was deemed, agreed to sexual relations but retracted before 9 700 households (21,000 persons age 12 and over) ln each Clty 
t~e actual act or did not react strongly enough when the sugges- (Atlanta, Baltimore, Cleveland, Dallas, Den:rer, NewarJ~, Portland, 
tl0n was made by the offender (s) ." Characteristics of victims and St. Louis), and 2,000 commercial establlshmen~s cl::>~pose~ t~e 
wh~ch were significantly higher in victim precipitated cases were: . sample. This publication is composed of tables WhlCh glve v~ct~m
whltei 15-19 years old; "bad" reputation; residence near residence ~ization rates for persons age 12 and over, by the type,of,vlctlm
of of~en~er.or scene of assault; initial meeting with offender in: ization and the city; victimization rates by characterl~tlcs of 
a bar, plcnlc, or party; and SUbjection to sexual humiliation':victims and type of victimization; household victimizatl0~ r':lt~s, 
Although victim precipitation does not free the assailant from by characteristics of victimized househo~ds and ty~e ?f,V1C~lmlza-
guilt, states Amir, it does place more responsibility on the 'tion; commercial victimization rates; percent of vlctlmlzatl0ns 
victim. i reported to police, 'by type of victimization and city. 

Amir, M. The role of the victim in sex offenses. In H. L. 
Resnik and M. E. Wolfgang (Eds.), Sexual Behaviors: 
Clinical and Legal Aspects. Boston, Massachusetts: 
Brown, 1972. 

Social, 
Llttle 

, ,Discusses res~ar~h data concerning the demographic character
lStlCS of female vlctlms of sex offenses. Victim-offender rela
tionships and victim precipitation of offenses are considerea. 
A classification of victims is proposed based on behavior ,during 
the offense. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

Burgess, A. W. and Holmstrom, L. L. The rape victim .in the 
emergency ward. American Journal of Nursing, October 1973" 
73 (10), 1741-1745. 

A victim counseling program for rape. victims which began in 
1972 as a voluntary collaboration between Boston Colleg~ School 
of Nu:sing and the Boston City Hospital Emergency Department is 
descrlbed. Although there was an 11% increase in rapes in 1972, 
as reported by the F.B.I., there are few such services available 
to victims. The Boston program expanded to include child victims 
of ra~e, sexll~l ':lssault, or molesting. The referral process is 
descrlbed, ,an~ slgns of trauma and gyneCOlogical physical findings 
among 80 vlqtlms are reported. One half of the women in this 
sample were verbal and talkative, and half were quiet and guarded. 
Several 9uo~es,reveal the reactions of fear and anger. Counseling 
of the Vlctlm lS based on three assumptions: the rape represents 
a situationalecrisisfor the victim which is disruptive of her' 
life~style; the,v~ctim is viewed as a consumer of emergency health 
se: rl1ce ; . and, crl~ls management is practice of primary prevention 
of psychlatrlc dlsorders. (Abstract--National Institute of Mental 
Health) 

Crime in eight American .cities. National Crime Panel Surveys of 
Atlanta, Baltimore, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Newark, 
Portland, and st. Louis. Advance Report; U. S. Department 
of Justice, Washington, D. C., July 1974. 

This report is based on surveys conducted during ,July through 
November 1972; the reports of victimization occurred 
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Curtis, L. Victim precipitation and violent crime. Social 
Problems, Spring 1974, 21 (4), 594-605. 

The author examines the relationship between victim precipi
ta ':ion and the crimes of rape, murder, and robbery. The article 
is based on data collected by the National Commission on Causes 
and Prevention of Violence and reveals that the extent of provoca
tion varies with the type of crime. Provocation is significant 
in only a minority of rape cases, but is highly significant in 
homicide and assault. From this survey only 4% of the rape cases 
were victim precipitated. Curtis suggests that future research 
be conducted through "detailed clinical interviews and te~ts" of 

1 victims and offenders, rather than through surveys of pollce 
records, as is often the case. 

Factor, M. A woman's psychological reaction to attempted rape. 
Psychoanalyt~c Quarterly, 1954, 23, 243-244. 

Description by a psychiatrist of the impact of an attempted 
rape on a 28 year old woman in psychoanalysis. Discusses victim's 
feelings of complicity and guilt. 

Fox, S. Sutherland and Scherl, D. Patterns of response among 
victims of rape. American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 1970, 
40 (3), 503-511. 

Three pre~ictable and sequential phases that reprep~nt a 
normal cycle of emotional responses by victims of sex1.:.al assault 
are described: (1) acute reaction; (2) outward adj1.1.dtment; and 
(3) integration and resolution of the experience. A series of 
interventions was developed to help patient.s work through each 
phase as smoothly as possible. The response patterns described 
provide only a general context in which to help such patients; t~e 
detailed contents for individual patients were as varied as thelr 
personalities, baCkgrounds, and experiences. Thus no one victim 
required each intervention described. Although rape victims 
represent a group of individuals whose acute or chronic emotional 
problems are outside the boundaries of professional skills, the 
generic skills ,to help them are included in the repertoire~ of 
most mental health workers and are general enough to use wlth 
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diverse groups of patients. Although the sample size was not 
large enough to justify any broad generalizations, the informa
tion described may have useful applications in the p"revention of 
rape. 1 referenCe. (Abstract--National Institute of Mental 
Health) 

Hayman, C. R. and Lanza, C. Victimology of sexual assault. 
Medical Aspects of Human Sexuality, 1971, 5 (10),152-153, 
157-158, 160-161. 

A program operated by the, District of Columbia Department of 
Human Resources in cooperation with the Metropolitan Police 
Department to aid the victims of sexual assault is presented. 
Eig~t case~ h~ve been selected to illustrate the wide variety of 
pat~en~s, ~nc1dents, types of emotional and physical injury, and 
var1at1on 1n followup by public agencies and private physicians. 
Sexual assault is increasing in the U. S. and is seen as an 
expression of increase in aggression and violence rather than 
s~xual drive. The ~e~d is indicated for immediate expert examina- • 
t1on, treatment of 1nJury, and particularly emotional support by . 
doctors and nurses. This support should start at the examination 
and be given as long as police and court procedures continue or 
whenever the patient has emotional symptoms. Followup will bring 
back to treatment or retreatment many patients for emotional and 
phys~c~l injuries, including gonorrhea, pregnancy, and, rarely, 
Syph1l1S. 4 references. (Author Abstract Modified--Crime and 
Delinquency Abstracts) 

Hayman, C. R., et. ale Round table: Rape and its consequences. 

Specifics of the examination, possible psychiatric treatment, and 
general emotional treatment, including advice on pregnancy and 
venereal disease, are discussed. The value of a counselor 
nurse and followup visits is considered. (Abstract--National 
Institute, of Mental Health) 

How they help rape victims at the University of Chicago. 'Resident 
and Staff Physicians, August 1973, 3l-32~ , 

Treatment of rape victims at the University of Chicago is 
described with a focus on the role of the chaplain as. buffer 
between the patient and staff, police, and institution, coordinat
ing the emotional, medical, and legal treatment. It is noted that 
the staff has shifted emphasis away from the idea of "alleged" 
rape and is now trained to care for the emotiona.l and psychological 
disturbances of the victim. (Abstract--National Institute of 
Mental Health) 

Jones, C. and Aronson, E. Attribution of fault tc a rape victim 
as a function of respectability of the victim. Journal of 
Personality and Social Psychology, June 1973, 26 (3), 
415-419. 

Tested the hypothesis that a socially respectable person is 
seen as more at fault in a crime in which she wa.s the victim. 
This hypothesis was based on 2 assumptions: (a) individuals 
believe in a just world where people deserve what they get and 
(b) the more respectable the victim, the greater the need to 
attribute fault to his actions since it is more difficult to 
attribute fault to his character. It was also hypothesized that Medical Aspects of Human Sexuality, 1972, 6 (2), 12, 17, 21, 

25-27, 31. 

Rape and its consequences are considered in a roundtable 
discussion by medical and law enforcement experts. The increase 
in the.num~er of female.hit~hhikers, and other social changes 
result1ng 1n assaults, 1S d1scussed along with an analysis of 

~ a defendant who has injured a more respectable person is sentenced 
more severely. Results with 234 male and female undergraduates 
support the predictions. The victim of a rape case was faulted more 
if she were married or a virgin (most respectable) than if she 

the ~eha~ior and mo~ivation of the rapist himself. Hospital 
exam1nat1ons follow1ng rape are described, as are difficulties in 
getting court convictions. A nursing followup program established 
in Washington, D. C. to deal with the emotional effects is also 
mentioned. 2 references. (Abstract--National Institute of Mental 
Health) 

Hayman, C., et. ale What to do f,or victims of rape. Resident and 
Staff PhysiciaJ;ls, August 1973, 29-30, 32. 

A joint program of the Washington, D. C. Department of Human 
Resources and the metropolitan police department, designed to 
rend~r better assistance to victims of rape, is described. 
Hosp1ta~ 7mergency room examination of adult victims by an 
obste~r1c1an or gynecologist intern or resident, and examination 
of ch1ldren by residents in the pediatric 'section are emphasized. 
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were a divorcee. Also Ss sentenced the defendant to a longer 
imprisonment for the rape of a married woman than for the rape of 
a divorcee. No sex differences were found in the attribution of 
fault or the assignment of sentences. (Psychological Abstracts) 

Koudernik, C. R~gression psychotique 
4 ans victime d'un viol (Lasting 
child, victim of rape at age 4). 
ques, 1967, 2 (5), 809. 

durable chez un enfante de 
psychotic regression in a 
Annales Medico-psycholbgi-

Presents the case of a 7-year-old girl, under psychotherapy 
for the past 2 years for persistent manifestations which appeared 
shortly after a sexual attack at age 4: almost total loss of 
language, transitory regressive episodes, and nocturnal crises 
of terror suggestive of convulsions. A diagnosis of psychosis 
is provisionally adopted, despite the absence of autism and 
behavior that is considered effective and outgoing. (Psychological 
Abstracts) 
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Lee, B. Precautions against rape. Sexual Behavior, 1972, 2 (1), 
33-37. 

Suggestions from a New York policewoman for prevention of 
rape highlight vigilance and simple protective measures. Reveal
ing cloth~s may be perceived by a man as an invitation f:om the 
woman. It is noted that bystanders are now less apathetlc and are 
helping victims. (Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 

Medical procedures in cases of suspected rape. Medical Aspects 
of Human Sexuality, 1973, 7 (9), 65, 68, 70-71. 

A technical bulletin to provide proper protection procedures 
for patients and doctors in cases of alleged or suspected rape or 
sexual molestation is presented. A standardized form, suggested 
procedures, and principal cautions that should be followed are 
included. (Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 

Mendelsohn, B. The origin of the doctrine of victimology. 
Excerr-ta Criminologica (Netherlands), May-June 1963, 3 (3), 
239-244. 

Theory of victimology. The female victim of rape. 
offender and his victim. Bibliography of victimology. 
discussion. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

The 
.General 

Schultz, L. Interviewing the sex offender's victim (for the pre
sentence investigation). Journal of Criminal Law" Crim~ 
inology, and Police Science, 1960, 50 (5), 448-452. 

Current literature dealing with the pre-sentence investiga
tion gives little recognition to the need to interview the 
offender's victim even though the type of information needed for 
an adequate pre-sentence report cannot be ,secured solely from 
police offense or complaint reports, or various court or attorney 
records. The following are a few reasons given for why the victim 
should be interviewed: (1) to determine if a victim's lack of 
resistance or cooperation are to the extent that the victim may 
be the seducer or aggressor; (2) to obtain information regarding 
the victim's appearance, maturity and chastity; (.3) to observe 
what social, physical and emotional damage the victim may hav'e 
sustained. The interview should be conducted in such a manner 
that emotional damage is not inflicted. The investigator should 
be conscious of the effects of his' own social class and sex code 
and should remain neutral during the investigation, giving. 
therapeutic counseling when needed. 

Schultz, L. The victim-offender relationship. Crime and Delin
quency, 1968, 14, 135-141. 

The victim of an offense may have engaged in behavior that: 
intentionally or unintentionally triggered his own victimization; 
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some victims may have consented to the criminal act. Since con
sent negates or reduces the severity of the offense, probation 
officers should become familiar with the concept of IIvictimology" 
and consider its application in the presentence investigation. 
About 85 per~ent of all defendants plead guilty without a trial; 
the presentence report, therefore, .is perhaps the best device for 
acquainting the court with factors of victimo1ogy. (Author 
Abstract Modified) 

Sexual assaults on women and girls. Editorial. Annals of Internal 
Medicine, February 1970, 72 (2), 277-278. 

Results of a 1968 report on the risk of rape of females in 
city, suburb, and urban areas are reported, along with the fact 
that in 1968 the incidence of rape (forcible, attempted, and 
statutory) has increased 84% since 1960. The article points out 
the difficulty in establishing the exact nature of the offense. , 
Also noted is that most treatment is done in the emergency room; 
therefore, black and poor persons are over-represented due to 
their lack of access to private physicians. Examinations in the emer
gency room are conducted by untrained house officers in a situation 
offering no privacy, adequate time, understanding, or compassion. 
Examinations ideally should be conducted by the family physician 
in his office of some other appropriate setting. Doctors should 
(1) ascertain whether the offense occurred as alleged, and 
(2) determine whether prior or existing conditions having a 
causal relationship are present. Details of an ideal examination 
are given in the article, especially pointing out the need for ' 
meeting the emotional problems of the victim. 

Werne~, A. Rape: Interruption of the therapeutic process by 
external stress. Psychotherapy: Theory, Research, and 
Practice, Winter L972, 9 (4), 349-351. 

The case history of a young woman who was raped during a 
period when she was undergoing psychotherapy is presented. The 
rape altered the therapy process. Therapy proceeded in several 
~ni9ue states: (1) support and nurturance; (2) recounting of the 
lncldent~ (3) reference to the incident; (4) recurrence of 
symptoms; and(5) resolution. Over the period of several months 
the rape became incorporated into the patient's life as another 
significant event but not as the determining factor in her problems. 
9 references. (Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 

Wood, P. L. The victim in a forcible rape case: A. feminist view. 
The American Criminal Law Review, 2 (2), 335-354. 

. Contends that the legal system is set up to protect the 
I lnnocent man from the spiteful woman who wishes to harass or 
,j malign him. Woods discusses requirements of proof for a rape 
I cas~--penetration, consent, and resistance. Efforts to guard 
~ agalnst fabricated stories of rape and victim-precipitated assaults 
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tend to protect the offender and accuse the vi~tim. ,Aut~or 
examines the cornplaintant's ordeal during the ~nvest~gat~on and 
trial and offers alternatives for the existing system. Legisla
tive reform, rape crisis centers, chaplains' counseling serv~ces, 
and more female investigating officers will improv~ th7 qual~ty 
of the treatment of rape victims. A change of soc~ety s skept~cal 
and suspicious attitude toward the· victim of rape will facilitate 
implementation of other alternatives. 

The Child Victim 

American Humane Association, Children's Division. Sexual abuse 
of childroa: Implications for case work. Denver, no date. 

The three papers in this monograph have serious implications 
for casework with the child victim of a sex crime and his parents. 
Findings indicate that the victimization of ~ child is of ten, the 
product of an unrecognized and untreated fam~ly pathology WhlCh 
is rooted in deep frustration or in misdirected drives. Children 
may be exposed to conditions of neglect and abuse ~hich,make th~m 
vulnerable to victimization by adults outside the lmmed~ate f.amlly. 
Sol Chanele's first paper indicates that sexual crimes, especially 
incest, are by no means as deviant or as rare as officia.l morality 
would like them to be. Contents Preface; Family Structure of 
child Sex Victims, by Sol Chanelesi Adjustment to Crisis in 
Families of Child Sex Victims, by Sol Chanelesi The Child Sex 
Victim--Some Unanswered Questions, by Donald Brieland. (Crime 
and Delinquency Abstracts) 

Gagnon, J. Female child victim of sex offenses. Social Problems, 
Fall 1965, 13 (2), 172-192. 

To investigate experiences of female .child victims of sex 
offenses, the answers of 333 adult females reporting a sexual 
experience with an adult before age 13 were analyzed., The women. 
were divided into four groups: (1) those reportlng s~ngle 
events of a clearly accidental sort (77 percent); (2) those 
reporting multiple events, but different offenses and c~rcum
stances, with the events fairly widely separated over t~e (14 
percent) i (3) non-accidental victims who were coerced (1.5 p~rcent) 
and. (4) non-accidental victims who had collaborated voluntar~ly 
(7.8 percent). One element in differential participation must 
have been the character of the off~nder. Only 18 (5 percent) of 
the victims could be considered to have had adult lives that. had 
been severely damaged for whatever reason. Only three of these 
related this fact to the early sexual ,experience. It was also 
found that there is substantial under-reporting of offenses to the 
police. It is likely that offenses against middle-class girls 
are committed primarily by lower-class men. Between 20 and 25, 
percent of the children reared in a middle-class environment wlll 
have a minimal victim experience in childhood. Lower-class 
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children run.a higher risk of such experiences which include 
offenses of greater seriousness. (Crime and Delinquency 
Abstracts) 

J 

Gebhard, P. and Gagnon, J. Male sex offenders against very young 
children. Arrlerican Journal of Psychiatry, 1964, 121 (6), 
576-579. 

"In our study of sex offenders we have come to certain 
descriptive categories which contain the bulk of the child
offenders. From our current vantage point we feel these are 
useful as a starting point for further research. Our present 
position is that the reversion to children -as sexual objects by 
these males is a function of a breakdown in control .over sexual 
behavior that is the result of an intersection between a current 
environmental stress and a potential for offense behavior having 
its origins in disordered childhood relationships. However, from 
the data we now have, it is not possible to determine precisely 
what constitutes the childhood precursors of this behavior." 
(Psychological Abstracts) 

Koupernik, C., Masciangelo, P. M., and Balestra-Beretta, S. 
A case of Heller's dementia following sexual assault in a 
four year old girl. Child Psychiatry and Human Development, 
Spring 1972, 2 (3), 134-144. 

A case history is presented of a 4-year-old girl who 
developed a loss of speech followed by a clinical picture of 
Heller's dementia shortly after an at~empted rape and lif~ threat. 
She had mainly nocturnal fits of terror, but no evidence of an 
epileptic nature was established until four years after the onset 
of these fits when she developed a status epilepticus authenti
cated by a deeply disturbed electroencephalogram. The literature 
on Heller's dementia, the meaning of the various symp·toms, and 
the possible impact of the psychological trauma are discussed. 
'9 references. (Author Apstract) 

McCaghy, C. H. Child molesters: A study of their careers as 
deviants. In M. B. Clinard and R. Quinney (Eds.), Criminal 
Behavior Systems: A Typology. New York: 'Holt, Rinehart, 
and Winston, 1967. Pp. 75-88. 

Child molesters, because of the nature of the participants 
in their offenses, are s~ngled out as objects oi special legal 
and psychiatric concern in the United States. Statutes in many 
states provide increased penalties for sex offenses when a child 
is involved. To demonstrate that a typology of molesters 
based on offense characteristics is possible and to test hypo
theses concerning the relationships between societal reaction 
against deviance and the ways in which molesters verbally cope 
with that reaction, a stu¢ly was made of 181 molesters in Wisconsin., 
124 of which were incarcerated and 57 on probation. Official 
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records and interviews provided data on defense characteristics ,j Roth, E. I. Emergency treatment of raped children. Medical 
and motives, pre-offense behavior, and attitudes of the offender. 1 Aspects of Human Sexuality, 1972, 6 (8), 84-85, 89-91. 
It was found that the range of molesters' interaction with children 1 
was related to the characteristics of their offense. Most) The nature of problems presented by the management of emer
molesters were at least casually acquainted with their victims;; gency treatment of raped children is reviewed and an approach is 
overt coer9ion generally was not involved; in 49 percent of the proposed based on an understanding of the situations. A typical 
cases interaction between the child and the molester prior to the case is presented which illustrates the medical, legal, and 
offense was of a non-sexual nature. Verbalized motives for the psychiatric considerations. The upset atmosphere is s·tressed and 
offense varied with the type of offense, the age and sex of victims basic principles are outlined which are found to be typical of 
and the amount of coercion. Motives verbalized by offenders are raped children, including: (1) the establishment of a tentative 
changed in response to societal reaction, especially under psychi- emotional and medical diagnosis, (2) obtaining an appropriate 
atric treatment. Few molesters attributed to other molesters history, and (3) the prevention of iatrogenic trauma from exces-
motives similar to their own. More research is needed to deter- sive physical examination or inappropriate interrogation. 1 
mine whether molesters warrant special handling in the correctional reference. (Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 
and treatment processes. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

Peters, J. J. Child rape: Defusing a psychological time bomb. 
Hospital Physician, February 1973, 46-49. 

The quality of care that a young rape victim receives in the 
emergency room can do much to protect the child from psychosexual 
trauma later in life. The need for the attending physician to he 
sensitive to the child's psychological, as well as physical, needs 
is stressed. When the'victim is 6 years old or under, the physi
cian is advised to refer the case to a psychiatrist, since pre
oedipal children are prone to blame themselves. When the victim 
knows the offender, the physician is advised to encourage parents 
to give sympathy and emotional support to the injured child, to 
break down parental denial of the seriousness of the child's 
plight, and to urge the parents to allow the child to talk about 
the"incident if she wishes. If the parents relate poorly to each 
other, counseling for both the child and her parents is recommended 
The family doctor, an experienced social worker, or a mature 
clergyman are suggested as counselors. (Abstract--National Insti
tute of Mental Health) 

Peters, J. The psychological effects of childhood rape. Paper 
presented at the meeting of Psychiatric Association, Honolulu, 
May 9, 1973. 

Peters, a Philadelphia psychiatrist, relates case histories 
of childhood victims of rape and discusses the effects of assault 
on the victims' personalities. The most influential factors in 
post-rape adjustment are personality prior to the assault, age at 
the time of the assault, relationship with the offender, and. 
response of the child's mother. Peters briefly describes the 
program of the Center for Rape Concern at Philadelphia General 
Hospital. The Center is studying the social and psyChological 
impact of rape on the victim and the influence of the criminal 
justice process on the victim. 
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Sachs, S. Therapeutic reform in legal procedures and interroga
tion of children and adolescents in Israel. Heilpadagogische 
Werkblatter, 1966, 35 (5), 206-208. 

. ,In order to avoid additional psychological trauma to young 
,1,. vJ.ctJ.ms of sexual attacks, the Israeli parliament passed a law 

decreeing that only a person with professional psychological 
training may interview these children. Instead of interrogation 
by. the police, the pSY9hological specialist, in conversations and 
games with the child, tries to establish the facts, taking note of 

. possible distortions and fantasies.' Renewed confrontation with the 
I attacker and exposure to cross examination in court would only add 

to the child's emotional disturbance. Therefore, the specialist 
appears in ~ourt in place of the child and presents the testimony. 
Often the specialist also tries to help the parents and when 
appropriate refers the child and/or the parents for further psycho-
therapy. (Psycholog ical Abstracts) . 

Schonfelder, T. Sexual trauma in childhood and its consequenCeS. 
Praxis der Psychotherapie, January 1970, 15 (1), 12-20. 

Discusses testimony given by female witnesses in sex offense 
processes. 8-14 year old girls were involved. Rape covered only 
2~ of the material investigated. with a large percentage of the 
gJ.rls involved, the sexual contact did not represent the trauma, 
but the damaging publicity and painful legal and penal consequences. 
(Psychological Abstracts) 

Schultz, L. G. The child sex victim: Social, psychological, and 
legal perspectives. Child Welfare, 1973, 52 (3), 147-157. 

The social, psychological and legal aspects involved in child 
sex offenses are discussed, with emphasis on the role of the social 
worker in preventing or reducing the child's trauma when the case 
results in court proceedings. The greatest potential damage to 
the child's personality is seen to be caused by society's need to 
use the victim to prosecute the offender, and also by the parents' 
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need to prove to thems~lves and society that the victim was free 
of voluntary participation and that they were not failures as 
parents. The social worker can assist in helping the victim and 
family to make a decision about whether to file charges and to 
prepare them for the court experience if the decision to prosecute· 
is made. There is a need for reform in the methods of child 
interrogation following the offense and it is recon~ended that 
the socia~ worker be taught a legal perspective. 20 references. 
(Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 

Stoenner, H. 
states. 
Denver: 

Child sexual abuse seen growing in the United 
In H. Stoenner, Plain \alk about child abuse. 
American Humane Society, 1972. Pp. 11-13. 

Child sexual abuse is growing in the united States. A studv 
of 263 child victims of sexual abuses in New York City revealed -
that more than 1,000 court appearances were made by the victims 
for the 173 cases that were prosecuted. Sexual offenses ranged 
from molestations such as indecent exposure and fondling to full 
intercourse, rape and incest. Included were cases of sodomy, 
carnal abuse and impairing the morals of a minor. The survey 
showed that 75% of the offenders (predominantly male, ranging in 
age from 17 to 68) were known to the child and/or to the child's 
family; 27% were members of the child's household; and 11% were 
related to the child by blood or marriage, but did not live in the 
child's household. The victims ranged from infants to under 16 
years with the median age being 11.2. They were in a ratio of 10 
girls to one boy and the racial distribution in the area under 
study was two whites to four blacks and four Puerto Ricans. Most 
boy victims were involved in homosexual activity. In about half 
of the sexual abuse cases, the children told their parents or 
others immediately after the occurrence or within one day. Fewer 
than 33% of the parents acted out of concern for the child or to 
protect the child after the offense had been discovered; 35% of 
the responses were oriented toward protecting the offender. 
(Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 

The Assailant 

Abrams, A. Effects of group therapy upon certain personality 
characteristics of a selected group of institutionalized male 
sex offenders. Dissertation Abstracts International, 1952, 
4508. 

. ~- --~""" .. - "'--~"-.,.,, . .... __ . __ ... _ ....... 
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" 1 crimes involving sexual aberrations. On the basis of th~ experi
J mental f~ndings it was demonstrated that group th~rapy ~l~h a 
( 1 cted group of sex offenders did promote certaln PO~lt1ve 
s~ ~ges in the 'area of social adaptation and sexual adJu~tme~t. 
~h:se changes were demonstrated in the significant quantltatlve 
difference between the experimental and control groups. The most 

, 'ficant areas in which positive changes occurred were: A., 
!~I~~ty to Deal with Reality; B. Ability to Cope with Aggr~'Sslon; 
C.' Ability to Exercise Emotional Control and D. Overall SOC1~: 
Adaptation. Negative changes were demonstrate~ by the,experl 

I mental group in E. The Ability to Conform. (Dlssertatlon Inter-
national Abstract--Modified) 

Apfelbert, B., et. aI.' A psycI:iatric study of 205 :ex offenders. 
American Journal of psychlat~, 1944, 100, 762 770. 

A demographic study of 2~0 ~e~ offenders convicted in New 
York City. Data is given on lndlvldual offen~es, age~ race, 
nativity, previous offenses, religion, educatl~n, marltal s~atusl 
the role of alcohol, and psychopathology. TYPlcal personallty 

: traits associated with persons committing specific offenses,are 
described. Medical and legal aspects o~ sex offe~ses are dlS
cussed, especially the inconsistencies ln sen~enclng. Mandatory 
psychiatric examination of all sex offende~s 1S recommend~d and 
the value of psychiatric treatment over prlson sentences lS , 
stressed. The authors concluded that our main lega~ ~nd pSyChl
atric concern should be directed towards the pedophlilac sex 
offenders. 

Anderson, R. E. The exchange of tape recordings as a ~atalyst in 
, group psychotherapy with sex offenders. Internatlonal Journal 

of Grour psychotherapy, 1969, 19 (2), 214-220. 

D scribes the "use of anonymous tape exchanges bet.ween therapy 
groups~" 5 prisoners and 6 undergraduates participat~d. Results 
indicate: ,(a) emotional acceptance of sexual and, SO(:!losexual 
differences between men and women, (b) increased l~Slght and , 
emotional integration, (c) involvement, (d) formatlon of emo~l~nal 
attachment and reactions. It concluded that the goal ~f facll1-
tat ion of emotional understanding of sociosexual relatlons was 
achieved. (Psychological Abstracts) 

A d '1 J Crl'teria for succeSs or failure in the treatment of n rlO a, . , h' t d 
hospitalized sex offenders. Correctlve PSyc la ryan 
Journal of Social Therapy, 1966, 12 (4), 323-326. 

The purpose of this investigation was to examine and evaluate 
certain changes in social adaptation and sexual adjustment of ,adult,l 
male sex offenders who participated in group therapy discussions. 1 
All of the subjects were inmates of Sing Sing Prison who were ':i 
indicted and/or convicted of rape, incest, or sodomy (carnal abuse) .,1 
The study was carried out under the auspices of the Research' 1 
Project for the Study and Treatment of Offenders who have committed! 

7 items frequently indicative of success in,the treatment of 
hospitalized sex offenders are cited, to~e~her wlth 8 factors 
frequently indicative of failure. ,4 addltlonal f~ctors serve ~f 
caution signs in making a prognosls. (psychologlcal Abstracts 
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Barrett, O. The use of non ' mentally disordered se~rofesslonals in the rehabilit ' 
International 1971 1 offenders. DisseTtat' atlon of , ,832-B, ord~r numb - lon Abstracts 

sran
cale

, R., et. al. psychiatric and psychological investiga
tions of convicted sex offenders: A summary report. American. 
~urnal of psychiatry, 1952, 109, 17-21. 

. er 71-22, 99B 

ThlS research has bee .' 
mentally-disorder d n concerned with th f 
by minimally trai~eds~~~ff7~ders to group_en~o~n~:~ts of , exposing 
that patient Ss' part' , unl .. y volunteers It w h seSSlons led 

The report summarizes statistical and clinical findings of 
a series of studies conducted on convicted sex offenders who have 
been psychologically and psychiatrically examined at the New 
Jersey S.tate Diagnostic Center, Menlo park. 

citiz lClpating in th • as ypothesized 
'in th:nd~~~~~~~~s~~onals would chan:eg~~~l;e~~~~~ters led by the 
that nonprofessional greater social acceptabilit' udes and behavior 
disordered sex offe ~ can ~unction as lay thera

Y
: It was concluded 

(Dissertation Abst n ~rs wlth a moderate degreePl~ts to mentally- , 
, rac s International--Modified)o success. ' 

Belt-Hallahmi B M' , C . ,. otlvatlon fo 
orrective Psychiat r murder: 

The case of G. 

17 (1), 25-30. ry and Journal of Social Therapy, 1971, 

~he case history of G ' ~~v~~!nis=~:.complete ?our~e'~l~~~~~ted, not ~ith the aim of 
case history' t~he motlvation for theP~~i~~t Wlt~ concentration 
divided into') pe iS~Chological context of G ~ur e~. From the 
of murderous anda~ s. (1) the basic motivatio

S 
crlme can be r~pe, with one wo~~~estuous,im~ulses, translat:~-:-h~ combination 

vlctim, () the ,as a V1CtllU' (2) the c ' ln 0 murder and 
of the crime Emean;Lng of the mutilation ~~,ce of the specific 
ground of th~ ~ch of these aspects of th e most bizarre part 
through workin~r~~~hc~n be analyzed separa~ei~YCh~lOf~?al back
all of them was 0 ,. ln therapy, clinical e·' n lS case, 
tion in this casebta~n7d. It is noted that t~'dence relating to 
show remarkable ,a~ ln the case of C R r e uncovered motiva
Institute of Men~l~lHlarity. 10 refere;ce~ ep(~brted by Lindner a ealth) . stract--National 

Bowling, R. The sex P b offender and 1 . ro ation, June 1967 31 aw enforcement. , , 11-16. 
Federal t 

, A~thor provides a bri fi ln leglslation on thes e ~ummary of sex crimes ' description of th e laws ln the late 1940 ~~s and changes ,1 
of the police off~c!~X o~fender is presented ~~om At~tatistical '1 
report ~re strangers't ~:ce ?nly 6% of the offende

e 
P7rspective J 

the identification ' 0 e V1Ctim, officers rs ln this i 
evidence. p;;blem o~hthe a~sailant than in th spendl les~ time in \ 
sexual offenses i s e pollce officer, faces,e co lectlon of R 
of assailant' ~ f,;?lUde low ~eporting rate o/n prosecution of i'l 
ostracism of the o~~y ~nd fnen~s that he comm~~~ ~r~~es, ~kept±cism :'j 
lengthy dela in . en er and hlS famil from .e e cnme, ' I 
of indetermi~ate tnal procedures. Bowiin the conununity, and '1 
treatment program~e~;e~ches, for, sex offende~s e~~~~rages the c;tdoption d e lnstltutions. an emphasls on ;t ~t . i 
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, C. and coleman, J. Group therapy with sex offenders: 
Description and evaluation of group therapy program in an 
institutional setting. Journal of Clinical psychology, 1961, 

17 (2), 122-129. 

A description and evaluation of a new program for sex 
offenders was described. 120 male sex offenders were involved in 
sociotherapy, group psychotherapy, and occupational and recreational 
therapy. The group therapy program was evaluated on the basis of 
staff judgment criterion, test change criterion (MMPI) , and treat
ment follow-uP criterion. positive direction changes were noted 
in all these areas with statistically significant findings: 
(a) between the amount of formal group psychotherapy received and 
improvement, and (b) the amount of therapy and the K scale. 

(psychological Abstracts) 
calmas, w. Fantasies of the mother-son relationship of the rapist 

and the pedophile. Dissertation Abstracts lnternational, 

1965, 26 (5), 2875-2876. 
This study was designed to investigate two facets of the 

mother-son relationship, maternal affection and maternal control 
among clinical subgroupS which existed within two medico-legal 
classifications, rapists and pedophile. Also, this study presents 
the theoretical and descriptive formulations that were used in 
the development of the clinical classifications of rapists and pe~philes. Al~ugh significant personality differences exist 
among the clinical groupS, all of these sexual offenders have two 
basic core problems: the inability to establish and sustain 
appropriate mature relationships with women and the inability to 
control unacceptable behavior. It is widely held that these ~havioral distu~ances are related to the early mo~er-child 
relationship and more specifically to the nature and intensity 
of maternal control and maternal affection. The mother-son 
interaction themes were,' analyzed in three ways. Tl)e empirical 
findings s~port the clinical observation that meaningful clinical 
groupS exist within two medico-legal classifications, rapist and 
pedophile. Furthermore, the findings indicate that the use of 
the medico-legal classifications ,in research may mask many differ-
ences that do exist among the clinical groups. (Dissertation 

Abstracts rnt.ernational--MOdified) 

Cohen, M. L., et. al. The psychology of rapists. Seminars ia 
psychiatr~, August 1971, 3, 307-327. 
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Discusses the laws ' . 
of rapists 3 " ,pun~snments, treat t 
wh' h th ., cl~n~cal classificati men, and typology 

~c e a~m of the ra ' , ons of rape are pr ' 
aggressive (b) pe ~s the differentiatin f oposed ~n 
Th I sexual, and (c) g actor: (a) 

e aggressive rapist USes sex-aggression diffusion 
~~ humiliate and defile the ~~~t~S an h eXl?ression of their· anger 
re~~t~end ~o have a long historym;fwd~ ~~ alway~ a stranger. 
(f ~onsh~ps, early sexual traumat" ,ff~cu~ty ~n heterosexual 
der~~u~ntly ~he mother), body narci: 7nvolv~ng an older woman 

p ~n the~r relationshi s s~sm, and an absence of 

T
1 hng sexual traumata and th~i; re3lcta~es ha : e presented illustrat-

e sexual ra ' t ' , a ~ons 1p to s b th ' p~s s Use m~n~mal v' 1 u sequent rape 
e~: attacks. They are genera 10 ence a~d no brutality in • 

!~~l~ngs~ attemp~ing to escape !~~ ~:fe~d1ng a~a~nst homosexual 
, enY1ng fee11ngs of impotency 2ss1ve-fem~n~ne resolution 

rap1st are described. The s ,~ e~amples of this teo ' 
~exual excitement without .ald1st~c rap~st is unable to YexPp ~ 
1ng th . v~o ence A' er~ence 
histor~e~a~;n~1ah sexualization of·aggr~::~o~s dedscr~bed indicat-

uc men. (Psychological Ab t ' an v101ent 
s racts) 

Cohen, M. and Kozol, H. 
treatment center. E~aluation for parole at a 

Feaeral Probation, 1966, 30 sex offender 
(3), 50-55. 

In Massachusetts e ' 
committed to a treatm~ni ~:~~:rconv~cted of sex offenses may be 
of a criminal sentence. This arf~r from one day to life in lieu 
Da~gerous Persons Law, the Sex oi~Cl~ comments on the Sexually 
Brldgewater, ~assachusetts a d thener Treatment Center at 
the Center. The major f~cto n e,types ~f persons committed to 
are the extent to which the r: ~ons1dered 1n releasing a person 
self-centered position towar~ t1ent has m~ved from an immature 
developed interest and ~reater soclal sensitivity h ' 
att' d respons1bility t" d ' as .alne freer emotional res on . owar others, and has 
adJ~stment on parole has bee~ s1ve~ess. Assessment of probable 
De11nquency Abstracts) relat1vely successful. (Crime and 

Cohen M et 1 ' , ., . a. Soc1ometric t d _
0_f __ A_b~n~0~r~m~a=l~p~s~y~C~h~o~I~09Yv 1969s u y of the sex offender. Journal 

- L' , 74, 249-255. 

A soci~metric study of the . 
fre~u~nt c1 7nical description of sex offender 1S presented. A most 
def1clency 1n social skills In the s?xual offender is his 
tbhe

l 
use of broad medicolegai gro studYlng these defects, however 

a e procedure. In th' ups as a parameter is a ' .' 
rapist~, living in a s~~r:~~!~~a~orystudy of 65 pedoPhii~~s!~~n
bi a ~1~gno~tic procedure and Olare~t~ent cent?r~ were identified 
c assl~lcatl0h. A sociometric~ ce 1nto a cl1nlcal descriptive 
ences,l~ social effectiveness aProcedure was used to study differ-' 
classlflcation. The dia t' nd to te~t the usefulness of th . 
of rapists and 3 groups g~OS 1C p:ocedure identified 4 grou e 
J~~fclinical classificat~onp~~o~~~;e~. ihe.results indicat~Sthat 

1 erences and is of rea 0 c ar1fy sociometric 
le~al grouping. 19 reiere~~r research value than the medico
Cr~me and Delinquency Abstra~~~) (Author Abstract Modified--

cormier, B. M. and Simons, S. P. The problem of the dangerous 
sexual offender. Canadian Psychiatric Association Journal, 
1969, 14 (4), 329-335. 

Reviewed literature concerning the sexual offender and studied 
8 incarcerated dangerous sexual offenders to determine the pos
sibility of isolating the sexual offender who may at some time 
cause serious harm or death to a victim. It was found that danger
ous sexual offenders had in common the active search for a victim, 
strong defenses against psychosis, affective poverty and a history 
of transient and part- object relations. Feeling for victim and 
subsequent guilt and remorse were absent in all cases. It is 
suggested that these characteristics may not necessarily occur 
only in dangerous sexual offenders, and all those w~o present such 
characteristics should be investigated in the interest of early 
detection and prevention. (Psychological Abstracts) 

Ellis, A. The sex offender and his treatment. In H. Toch, Legal 
and criminal psychology. New York: Holt Publishing Co., 
1962. Pp. 400-414. 

Discusses convicted sex offenders--a small percentage of 
those who actually commit illegal sexual acts. Ellis first 
classifies sex offenses and then develops a psychological class
ification of sex offenders, differentiating between sexual offenders 
and sexual deviates. Those offenders who are apprehended and 
convicted are often severely disr.urbed; however, several methods 
of treatment have been successfully used with this group. Ellis 
uses a "highly directive, rational psychotherapeutic" approach in 
treatment and confronts the feelings of inadequacy and fear of 
failure in the patient. Ellis suggests that society can increase 
effectiveness of prevention and treatment of sex offenses in 
various ways, including reform of sex laws and improvement of 
community sex education. 

Evrard, F. H. The sex offender. In F. Evrard, Successful parole. 
Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1971. Pp. 88-93. 

Types of sex offenses most often encountered by correctional 
workers are briefly treated, emphasizing difficulties in dealing 
with this type of criminal. These difficulties stem from the 
fact that the offender cannot admit his guilt and cannot understand 
his motivation. to commit this type of act. The most common sexual 
offen~es include: rape, incest, homosexuality, voyeur behavior, 
and child molesting. In order to persuade the sex offender to 
admit. his guilt and attempt to correct it, the parole agent must 
generate a genuine sympathy to encourage him to seek p~ofessional 
psychiatric help. Constant supervision during the treatment and 
followup period must then be exercised to detect any continuation 
of the deviant behavior. (Abstract--National Institute of Mental 
Health) 
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Fisher, G. and Rivlin, E. Psychological needs of rapists. 
British Journal Of Criminology, 1971, 11 (2), 182-185. 

The purpose of the present· study was to investigate the 
psychological needs of rapists utilizing the Edwards personal 
preference Schedule (EPPS). Analysis of 100. subjects convicted 
of rape reyealed that they were of average intelligence, were an 
average age of 26 years old, 62% were white, 69% were unmarried at 
the time of the offense, ana 17% had prior rape convictions. EPPS 
scores suggest that these men have different need structures from 
both normal adult males and male offenders and that they tend to 
be less self-assured and independent, less dominant, less aggres
sive, more self-critical, with a tendency to be introspective, a 
greater need to endure with a higher heterosexual drive. 13 
references. (Author Abstract Modified--National Institute of 
Mental Health) 

Freund, K., et. ale Sexual offenders, needing special assessment 
and/or therapy. Canadian Journal of Criminology and Cor
rections (ottawa), 1972, 14 (4), 345-365. 

A rough screening procedure for determining which sex 
offenders in a penal institution in Canada needed special assess
ment and/or therapy is described. From objective material 
(presentence reports, court documents, etc.) descriptions of 
latest offense and prior sex offenses were gathered. On the basis 
of this information, the offenders were reclassified with regard 
to the probability of a true deviation in their sexual preference 
being present and, if so, the kind of deviation or whether mainly 
shortcomings in regard to general social adaptation might have led 
to the offense. The results of the survey confirm that the 
number of sexual offenders who at first rough screening appear to 
be truly deviant as to their sexual preference is so small that 
the present centralized facility can carry Qut intensive assess
ment and treatment for all such candidates. In fact, the number 
is stifficiently small to suggest that the present center could 
provide such services to candidates drawn from a much wider area. 
Such centralization of assessment and treatment facilities com
bined with long term followup service for a larger population of 
sex offenders would in the long run subsequently enhance the 
development of effective therapeutic methods. (Abstract--National 
Institute of Mental Health) 

Frisbie, L. and Dondis, E. Recidivism among treated sex offenders. 
Mental Health Research Monograph (Sacramento), 1965, No. S~ 

One thousand, nine hundred and twenty-one male sexual psycho
paths, who had been convicted of a criminal offense and discharged 
from Atascadero State Hospital in California between July 1964 and 
June 1961, were studied to determine the extent of their 
recidivism. Three hundred eighty-five were sexual recidivists. 
Certain specific legal and medical components such as trial, 
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determined the pre-selected population. 
conviction, and trea~ment hic and other variable data 
Analysis and evaluatlon o~ d 7ffiofr:;t or type of offense to be the 
showed the nature of the eVlan 't 1 status social class, and 
most varia~le ~omp~red to ~gehi~:~lh:d the lo~est r 7cidivism rate; 
prior hOspltallzatlon. Pe op t f rapists had hlgher cumula
other types ~f offenders, exc:Ples~rOf a men~ce to society., ' , 

j tive recidivIsm rates bu~ wer than their non-recldlvlst 

I Recidivists were ab~ut Sl~_yea~:t~~~~~~rexcePt for exh~b~tio~~sts. 
~ "ounterparts. Marrlage wa~ at t occupational classlflcatlons , 

. place of birth, educational s a us, idivism rates. Three-
and religion had little,effect on r~cbut became socially responsible 
fourths of the sample dld,not rhever , the Code of 1963, which 

bl Legislatl're c anges In ," 1 and accepta e., h ed the classificatlon sexua 
did not affect thls study, ~ ang d offender" and changed 
psychopath" to "~entally dlsorde~et,Sex the method of psychiatric 
eligibility requlrement~tf~~ P~~a~u~~~~n of treatment results. . 
re orting, and the hospl a s 
(C~ime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

, ' studies on sex offending in California: 1954-
Frlsb~~66~' ~~lifornia Mental Health Research Digest, 1966, 4, 

135-141. 
1921 ntally disordered male sex 

The sample included, ,m~ terminate periods of hospital 
offender patients who, after,ln ~ved and not dangerous to the 
treatment, were released as lm~r Follow-up studies of these 
health and welfare of the publlC. 'd Recidivism is defined 
cases were conducted over a 1-6 year Pfef~~~e'followed by a convic-

, sion of a new sex 0 , d d here as the commlS d t variables were examlne an 
tion or plea of,gu~lty. ,In~e~enn~~ and recidivism rates w7 r 7 
tested for statlstlcal slgnlflCa , . pedophilia exhibltlon -
computed within all offense catego~~e!. voyeurism,' ~nd lewdness. 
ism, rape, homosexuality! transvesll~i~e recidivism rates for all 
Results indicat7 that (I) ,thet~~m~i~st year of release into 
offenders was hl~h7s~ durlng onsjstently younger (overall median 
society, (2) recldlvlsts were'~al ~tatus was a significant 
age, 31.2 years), and (3) marl t'on and reduction of this type 
variable. sugges~ions forfPfrev~n l (Psychological Abstracts) 
of criminal behavlor are 0 ere. 

study of male sexual offenders. 
Gigeroff, A. and Mohr, J. A .) 16 18 

Canada's Mental Health, 1965, 13 (3, - . 

,,'. broad term and requires a more 
"Sex offe~d7r ~s ~ v 7 r Y

t b used in communication. A 
specific definltlon If It lS 0, er,s court population at the 
study was undertaken of a full yea h' tric Hospital. Fourteen 
Forensic Clinic of the Toronto PSYc laed as basic categories and 

h 'inal code were us , d' charges from t e crlm , d on all offenders. Fln lngs 
and basic information was obtalne a total of 597 offenders, 

f 11 'g data' there were t 1 f included the 0 OWln . It' 1 offenders, making a to a 0 
of which 12.6 percent were mu ~~ e of charges was indecent 
715 offenses studied. The brea own 
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assault on a fe~ale, 40 percent; indecent act or exposing, 20t 
~~~cemepntte;dgross ln

6
decenCy

t
and ~uggery, 20 percent; and rape or 1 

. rape, percen. Flfty-four of the 55 charges of 1 

lndec~nt ~ssault on a.m~le were for acts against a child, thus' 
c~ns~ltutlng a pe~ophlllC act. Of the entire 715 offenses, con- :1 
vlctlons r.::ere reglstered in two-thirds of the cases and one-third '\ 
~f t~e char~es.were dismissed or dropped. Of those cases result- · 
lng ln convlctlon, 35.2 percent drew prison sentences 33.6 per
cent,were plac~d on probation, 27.6 percent were fined, and the 
remalnder recelved.suspended sentences. The largest number of 
offenses occurred ln July, thus refuting the commonly held belief 
that.most sex offenses occur in the spring. The highest concen
tratlon of sexual offenders is between the ages of 16 and 29 and 
reac~es anot~er high point in the 35 to 39 age group. The study 
provl~ed a Ilnk between the investigation of deviant sexual 
behav70r and the laws which have been formulated to control this 
behavlor. ~h~ contribution that mental health agencies can make 
t:o ~he communlty and to offenders is pointed out. (Crime and 
Dellnquency Abstracts) 

Goldhirsh, Mark I. Manifest content of dreams of convicted sex 
offenders. Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 1961, 
5, 643-645. 

.Study attempting to test the observations of the author that 
convlcted sex offenders have a relatively high frequency of sexual 
c~ntent and uncamouflaged unlawful sex activity in their dreams. 
Elght sex offenders were matched with eight control SS and the 
dreams of both were scored for sexual content. Results indicate 
that male sex offenders show a greater incidence of sexual and 
sex crime dreams than do other types of convicts. 

Goldstein, ~., et. al. Experience with pornography: Rapists, 
pedo~hlles, homosexuals, transsexuals; and controls. 
Archlves of Sexual Behavior, 1971, 1, 1-15. 

o An i~terviewodes~gned to assess a respondent's experience 
wlth erotlc materlal ln photographs,' films, and books, during 
adolescence and adulthood, was administered to convicted male 
rapists, pedophiles~ homosexuals, transsexuals, heavy pornography 
users, and 2 nondevlant contrast groups. One nondeviant group 
was composed of whites matched for the sex offender group; the 
other was composed of ghetto and middle class blacks. Adolescent 
exposure to erotica was significantly less for all deviant and 
offender groups compared to the nondeviants. During adulthodd, 
the sex offenders and transsexuals continued to report less 
exposure to erotic stimuli than controls. The homosexuals and 
users, however, both report greater exposure during adulthood. 
As ~dolescents, the control group, rapists, and heavy users were 
exclted t~ mas~urbateoby the erotica. Rapists showed a sharp 
decrease ln belng exclted to masturbate to erotica while the 
users' rate remained high and the homosexuals' rate rose. Less 
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than a quarter of the respondents in any group imitated sexual 
behavior seen in the erotic material immedia·tely or shortly after 
its viewing. The hypothesis that extent of exposure during 
adolesce'nce to erotica is positively associated with the later 
emergency of sexual pathology is not borne out by this study. 
The nondeviant, non-sex-offender groups sampled had had signifi
cantly greater exposure to erotic materials during adolescence 
than the deviants, convicted sex offenders, or heavy adult users 
or pornography. 4 references. (Journal Abstract) 

Gorkin, A. and Efanov, A. Court practice regarding rape. 
Sovetskaia Iustitsiia (U.S.S.R.), May 1964, 28 (10), 25-27. 

U. S. S. R. Supreme Court decision giving instruct.ions to lower 
courts how to deal with cases concerning rape and statutory rape, 
committed and attempted. Law. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

Green, B. The disposition of juvenile offenders: A comment on 
R. V. Turner and R. V ... Haig. Criminal Law Quarterly 
(Ontario), 1971, 13 (~), 348-367. 

A comment on the disposition of juvenile offenders considers 
the case of 2 youths who raped and robbed a woman at knifepoint 
in Ontario, Canada. One of the accused youths was black and had 
just become 16 at the time of the offense; the other, a white 
youth, was just under 16 years of age at the time. The process 
by which each was found to be subject to some form of compulsory 
supervision by the state was different. The comment explores 
briefly the difference in process to which each of the youths was 
exposed. (Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 

Jensen, D. E., Prandoni, J. R. and Abudabettle, N. N. Figure 
drawings by sex offenders and a. random sample of offenders. 
Perceptual and Mo~or Skills, February 1971, 32 (1), 295-300. 

Tested relationship between Draw-a-Person Test (DAP) and 
sexual pathology. There were no significant differences between 
drawings of random sample and the drawings of sex offenders. 
It is concluded that these measures used were poor indicators of 
sexual disturbance and were not sensitive to sexual pathology in 
this sample. 15 references. (Psychological Abstracts) 

Kamikoji, K. Trend in educational counseling and its treatment: 
Sexual problems. Kyoiku Shinri (Tokyo), 1971, 19 (8), 
612-61 5 

Sexual problems of youths and their treatment' are di:scussed. 
A report of the Tokyo Juvenile Detention and Classification House 
shows that 4.5% to 6.5% of residents at the house had committed 
sexual offenses in the past 5 years, and 44.1% of the juveniles 
institutionalized in 1966 and 59% of those institutionalized in 
1970 had experienced sexual intercourse. Most sexual offenses 
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consisted of rape or public indecencies. Case studies are pre
sente~ of , youth who had sexual problems, and the treatment given 
them 1S d1scussed. (Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health::. 

Kant, H. ,S. Exposure to pornography and sexual behavior in 
dev~ant and normal groups. Corrective Psychiatry and Journal 
of Social Therc~, 1971,17 (2),5-17. 

, Studies on exposure to pornography and sexual behavior in 
dev1ant and normal groups conducted for the commission on obscenih 
and pornography are reported. The institutionalized samples were' 
60 sex offE;md:-rs recently admitted to Atascadero (California) . 
State ~osplta.L. ~wenty persons were selected in each of the 
fol~ow1ng ca~~gor1es: aggressive sexual offenders (primarily 
raJ?lsts); ch1.ld,molesters who selected male children as sex 
ob~ects; and Ch1l~ mo~est~rs who selected female children as sex 
obJects. The non1nst1tut1onalized samples labeled sex deviants 
were 37 homosexuals, 13 transsexuals, and 52 extensive users of 
J?ornog~aph¥. The primary tool of the research was a clinical 
1nter~lew 1n~trument,containing four parts: demographic data, 
exper1e~ce ~lth erotl~a, the subject's fantasy life in general, 
and subJect s sex attltudes and sex history. The control group 
adolescents reported greater experience with erotic materials than 
any of the others. (Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health: 

Kercher, ,G. A. An investigation of the responses of convicted 
raP7sts to erotic stimuli. Dissertation Abstracts Inter
natlonal, July 1971, 32 (I-B), 541-542. 

The reactions of convicted rapists to erotic stimuli of 
rapist ~nd ~onrapi~t inmates were measured by penile volume, GSR, 
and sub~ectlve ratlngs to slides depicting sexual themes. These 
themes lncluded (1) a young ~ouple in a romantic pose, (2) a nude 
female, (3) a male mast~rbatlng, (4) heter'osexual petting, 
(5) he~erosexual fellatlo, (6) heterosexual coitus, and (7) sado
~asochlsm. The respons~s of the 2 groups did not differ signifi-'1 
can~ly from each other ln terms of penile volume measures but ; 
!~~~~a~~~Pnonansdessdbi~ dti~fer Sti~nificantlY on GSR magnitude: GSR 1 

u Jec lve ra lngs. The rapists displayed greater [ 
arousal than did the nonrapists on the GSR-measures and gave 
gen~rally lower ratings to the sexual themes than did the non
rapl~ts. The,psychophysiological data we;re found to be confusing 
and lnc~ncluslv~ whereas the subjective ratings were found to 
ag~ee wlth,prev7ous work in this area. The hypothesis that con
f~lc~',deflned ln terms of various response patterns, would ~ccurj 
slgnlflcantly more often among rapists than among nonrapists was . ! 
not supported. (Abstract--National In::>titute of Mental Health) 1 

--'1 

Kercher, G. A. and Walker, C. E. R~actions of convicted rapists :J 
to sexually explicit stlmull. Journal of Abnormal psychologyfj 
February 1973, 81 (1), 46-50. . j 
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The reactions of convicted rapists to sexually explicit 
stimuli were measured. Twenty-eight convicted rapists and twenty-
eight inmates convicted of crimes unrelated to sex were shown one 
of a series of slides depicting sexual themes and their reactions 
in terms of penile volume, galvanic ski.n response (GSR) and 
subjective ratings were measured. Following the,presentation, 
the si rated all seven slides on semantic differential type scales. 
No significant differences are found between the groups on measures 
of penile volume, but the rapists displayed greater arousal on 
the'GSR measures and gave more negative ratings to the sexual 

'themes than the nonrapists. 10 references. (Abstract--National 
Institute of Mental Health) 

Kerr, N. Special handling for sex offenders. Perspectives in 
psychiatric Care, 1972, 10 (4), 160-162. 

Sex offenders imprisoned in New Jersey between 1950 and 1965 
were surveyed. The most common offense was rape and the offenders 
ranged in age from 18 to 75. Previou.s records indicated one in 
four had been arrested at least once before on a sex charge and 
the majority of offenders admitted guilt. F'ewer than one'in 10 
were diagnosed as normal. When tested against normal intelligence 
standards, the offender group seems to include more persons of 
subnormal intelligence, fewer people of average intelligence, and 
about the normal proportion of high average or superior intelli
gence. (Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 

Kopp, S. The character structure of sex offenders. American 
Journal of Psychotherapy, 19~2, 16 (1), 64-70. 

This paper is an attempt to understand the sex offender from 
the point of view of the relationship between his character and 
his symptom. Among these men we find extremes ranging from the -
consonant types whose offense is an exaggeration of his character
istic mode of defense, to the dissonant type whose offense 
represents a breakthrough of ego-alien impulses. _ The implica
tions for therapy were discussed in terms of motivation, pre~ic
tion of progress, and therapeutic techniques. (Psychological 
Abstracts) 

Kozbl, H., et. ale The criminally dangerous sex offender. 
Quaderni di Criminologia Clinica, 1966, 8 (2), 157-181. 

Society has tried to protect women and children from vicious 
sexual assault. The failure of the traditional r€!tributive 
prison sentence to accomplish'this' has encouraged the search for 
more effective pr~ventive m~asures. Five years ago legislation 
was enacted in Massachusetts which provided 'for the indeterminate 
day-to-life detention of convicted dangerous sex offenders in ~ 
special maximum security psychiatric institution. The responsl
bility for determining who should be detained~ the treatment, ~nd 
the conditional release of the detainee was glven to the pSYChl
atric profession. A total of 141 persons have been confined 
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under this law; 35 have been released and have continued their ~i 
treatment in a special clinic. None of these patients have com- i J 
mitted other sexual offe~ses, although nine have been ret~rne~ to rJ 
confinement as a precaut~onary measure. The task of the ~nst~tu- if 
tion is to cure in a medical-social sense and a specific treatment if 
plan is formulated for each patient. These unique measures give Y 
the field of psychiatric medicine an opportunity to demonstrate !j 
whether it can make a worthwhile contribution to society's 'I 
a t tempts to protect itself. (Cr ime and Delinquency Abstracts )'1 

Kozol, H. L. The diagnosis and treatment of dangerousness. 
Crime and Delinquency, October 1972, 371-. 

;) 
J 
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Discusses 8 myths about sex offenders Q,nd presents evidencel 
to refute them. Among these are: all sex offenders and child ) 
molesters are dangerous; homosexuality is normal and should not ' ~ ~. A 
be punished or condemned; psychiatry and castration will cure sex .1 
offenders. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) '1 

! 
I 

Krause,w. Freiwilligkeit und strafmilderung als umstrittene probleme;t 
bei der kastration von sittlichkeitsverbrechern (controversial'J 
problems concerning voluntary conpent and diminished penal ! 

sanction in relation to the castration of sex offenders). 1 
Monatsschrift fur Kriminologie und Strafrechtsreform '(Germany)!,f 
1967, 50 (5), 240. '.~ , 

. ~ 

Between 1934 and 1945, 28,000 sterilizations of sex offenders .~ 
were carried out in Germany. Castratiort, which under the Nazi 1 

regime could be enforced, has been voluntary in West Germany :l 
since 1945. Whether consent to the operation is voluntary under 1 
the threat of imprisonment has not been satisfactorily determined il 
in legal literature. Adverse psychological consequences and ! 
failure to eliminate sexual urge completely are further arguments] 
aqainst castration. Offenders who consent t6 the operation beforei" 
trial often change their minds afterwards. Therefore castration J 
should not be related to the prospect of a diminished penal Ll 
sanction. The decision should await the main trial and should i 

not influence the sentence. After the sentence, however, the I 
court should be in a position to grant p~rdon if castration is 1 
carried out. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts») 

1 
Kusuda, P. H., et. al. An assessment of neuropsychological 

deficits among dangerous assaultive and sex orfender groups. 
Wis90n~in Division of Correction~, Bureau of Research; 
University of Wisconsin Medical School. August 1, 1967- . 
June 1, 1968. 

Clinicians at Wisconsin correGtional facilities have 
repeatedly pointed out that it seems essential to develop an 
asses~ment program which will provide detailed information as to 
the nature of any deficits due to brain damage' as well as infor
mation concerning the overt behavioral consequences of these 
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deficits. This is viewed as a pilot project to assess the . 
efficacy of such assessment techniques. If results appear promls
ing, the eventual goal wou~d be to incorporate th~se assessment 
techniques into the screenlng programs currently In use a~ 
reception centers for new adm~ssions to Wisconsin_co~r~ctlonal 
institutions. (Crime and Dellnquency Abstracts--Modlfled) 

Langenluddeke, A. The treatment of sex offenders. Soziale 
Arbeit, 1965, 14 (3), 101-110. 

Present methods of treating sex o~fenders consist of psycho
therapy, hormonal treatment, brain surg~ry and castratioh. In 
psychotherapy much depends upon the patlent. He must want to. 
undergo the therapy which will in turn be affected by~the patlent's 
age, intellectual ability and rapport with the theraplst. Hor
monal trea·tment, consisting of inj ection of female hormones, 
reduces sex drive but cannot be terminated without return of sex 
drive. It also results in physical changes similar to those of 
castration. While a few instances of brain surgery have elimi
nated abnormal sex drive without other physical and mental 
after effects, there has not been enough research to draw any 
conclusions. Castration has the disadvantages of physical 
change and sexual incapacity. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts--
Modified) 

Lippman, F. Essential differences between sex offenders . 
Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology, and Police Science, 
1941, 32, 366-380. 

A categorization of personality types who may be expected 
to commit certain sexual crimes, especially exhibitionism, sexual 
misuse of children, and accomplished or attempted rape. Deals 
with the psychological roots of sex offenses, abnormal mental 
conditions which characterize certain groups of sex offenders, 
sexual ()ffenses under special circumstances such,as.cripples or 
peculiarly conducive conditions, and the relationshlp of sex 
offenses to overall criminality. Typical patterns observed by 
the various types of people who might commit a certain offense 
are presented to a.id investigators in locating who a~ offe~der . 
might be, or in cO"hcentrating their efforts in the rlght dlrectlon. 

,I 
I • • 

Leszczynski, J. kecognition by the courts of characterlstlc 
traits and personal conditions of perpetrators of rape. 
Zdrowie Psichiczne (Warsaw), 1971, 12 (3), 78-96. 

. ,: . 

On the ba:~is of data obtained from 400 rape trials, the 
legal aspects of analysis of the personality of the v~olator are 
discussed. Although alcoholism, hooliganism, and sadlsm are 
aCknowledged as the basic causes of violenc~, t~ey are no~ suf
ficiently examined or taken into consideratlon In the perlod 
before sentencing by the courts. Similarly, numerous factors 
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which must be considered in. order to individualize punishment 
are neglected. Inasmuch as the courts do not seem to investig~ 
the mental health and environmental conditions of defendants to 
an adequate degree,' specially trained persons should be employed 
to gather these data. Moreover, information on any previous 
legal action taken against minors should be consulted, and the 
opinions of physicians and psychologists should be obtained and 
considered. Courts should institute compulsory treatment for 
chronic drinkers. The establishment of these procedures should 
have a positive effect on criminal justice. 10 references. 
(Author Abstract Modified--Na.tional Institute of Mental Health) 

MacDonald, J. M. Castration for rapists? Medical Aspects of 
Human Sexuality, 1973, 7 (2), 12, 17, 20, 25-27. 

Five opinions on the advisability of a social policy of 
castration for rapists are presented. Discussion includes 
medical techniques and effects of castration; castration as an 
inappropriate response to the problem of rape (more likely of 
sociocultural than biological origins); the compatibility of 
castration with the criminal justice system; and the constitu
tional questions involved in castration. (Abstract--National 
Institute of Mental Health) 

Marcus, A. M. Encounters with the dangerous sexual offender. 
Canada's Mental Health, September 1970, 18 (5), 9-14. 

. . . • Presents an in-depth study of the dangerous sexual 
offender using a group approach. 10 prisoners participated. 
Data obtained from a full psychological test battery, social 
history, and biography revealed a profile of the dangerous sexual 
offender which emphasized "an extremely negative self image." 
Videotape playback was used allowing the individuals far more 
clearly to see himself as others see him. (Psychological 
Abstracts) 

Marcus, A. M. and Conway, C. A Canadian group approach study of 
dangerous sexual offenders. International Journal of 
Offender Therapy, 1971, 15 (1), 59-66. 

A group approach is described for dangerous sex offenders 
in a Canadian penitentiary where the group process was used to 
evaluate their life style rather than for therapeutic rehabilita
tion. This paradoxical method of understanding the patient.w~s 
necessitated by the traditional distrust between therapists and 
prisoners compounded by the social ostracism and hostility 
expressed to sex offenders by other inmates and the prison staff. 
Seven out of 50 potential patients consented to group therapy 
with the understanding that treatment was not the primary goal. 
Details of the sessions are given and excerpts of the conversa
tions are used, for discussion. Although the question remains 
whether this approach is of value for the long-term treatment of 
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j:sex offenders, group leaders and me~bers agreed t~at it had 
I a unique experience, in exchan9"e of ldeas,and sentlments and 
:! sharing as human belngs. (Crlme and Dellnquency Abstracts) 

'1 

been 

, t: 

Mauch, G. and Bechtel, J. Castration during imprisonment as 
treatment of habitual sex offenders. Monatsschrift Fur 
Kriminologie und Strafrechtsreform, 1968, 51 (5), 200-210. ;i 

:irf Castration of habitual sex offenders during imprisonment may, 
~!i according to a West German Supreme Court decision, be preferred 
~J under the following conditions: (1) if it is th~ only means by 
F1 which the patient may be freed from an abnormal sex drive; (2) if 
Jl its success is highly probable; and (3) if the operation is 
fl requested by the patient after he has,been given det~ile~ in for-
1 mation on its effects. A 6-month perlod of observatlon lS recom
j mended following the operation after which the patient should be 
I given the opportunity to apply for a pardon or for his release 

'1 from security detention. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 
1 
,,~ 
I McCaldon, R. J. Rape. 
'I 9 (1), 37-59. 

Canadian Journal of Corrections, 1967, 

l i In Canada, 30 men serving sentences for rape participa~e~ in 
.1 at least two psychiatric interviews. The purpose was to,ellclt 
j the outstanding psychodynamics of the offense. Twenty-elght 

\! demographic characteristics were examined and five inmates ",!ere 
~ selected for more intensive, exploratory therapy. Twenty-flve 
~ heterosexual pedophiles were interviewed and compared on the same 
i variables. Half of the rapists were found to be impulsively 
t sociopathic, and rape was one of many anti-social tendencies: The 
! other half were hostile toward women and tended to be more vlolent, 

~i especially if they were schizoid. Their misogyny maY,have had its 
j roots in preoedipal frustrations. Five wom7n who clauned ~o have 
I been raped indicated that rape is a shatterlng and traumat1c 
1 experience. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

f I McKenna, J. J. An empirical testing of a typology of adult criminal 
; behavior. Dissertation Abstracts International, Ann Arbor, 
1 Michigan, University Microfilms, No. 72-26815. 

The diagnostic criminal typology of Don C. Gibbons was 
empirically tested. Inmates of a state correctional institution 
were classified into the offender types according to criteria 
that were applied to their'arrest records. A total of 87% of the 
inmates were. thus placed in 12 of the 15 types. They represented 
the professional thief, the semiprofession~l p:operty crim~nal, 
the one time loser property offender, the Joyrlder automoblle 
thief, the naive check forger, the white collar criminal, the one 
time loser personal offender, the psychopathic assaultist, the 
violent sex offender, the "rapo" nonviolent sex offender, the 
statutory rapist, and the narcotic addict. Net found in the , 
popUlation were the professional "heavy" criminal, the professlonal 
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fringe violator, and the embezzler. Samples of the types were ~ 
evaluated according to the five definitional dimensions of ,.j 
offense behavior, interactional setting, self-concept, attitudes, >! 
and role career. Two hypotheses were tested: (1) offender types I 
differ as to the configuration of their definitional dimensions' .j 
and (2) no two offender types have the same characteristics on' \ 
the definitional dimensions of offense behavior, interactional! 
setting, self-concept, and attitudes. Findings showed that the ;J 
hypotheses could only be accepted for the one time loser property ,1 
offender type. (Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 1 
Mende, W. Forensic-psychiatric problems of sterilization and 

castration. Nervenarzt, October 1969, 40 (10), 463-466. 
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' Didscussed advisability of sterilization and castration of:1 
l.sease persons and sex criminals from legal, medicali' and ;\ 

psychological angles. It is believed that such drastic interven- ,j 
tions should only be permissable on a voluntary basis and in1 
extreme cases. Neurologists agree on medical indication of J 
ster~lizc;ttion of women ,:,hich is practically a prophylactic inter-:l 
ventl.on l.n order to avol.d pregnancy when life is endangered. More 1 
controv~rsic;tl is sterilization for reasons of hereditary genetics. 1 
Castratl.on l.S an even more serious and controversial intervention 1 
due to its organic and psychological implications. Its "'curative:,l 
effects are doubtful. (Psychological Abstracts);~ 

t 
Michaux, M. and Miqhaux, W. Psychodiagnostic follow~'up of a 

juvenile sex mllrderer: Robert Linder's "Charles" thirteen 
years later. Psychoanalytic Review, 1963, 50 (1), 93-112. 

A patient described by Robert Lindner in The Fifty-Minute 
Hour (1~44) was see~ for psyc~odiagnostic evaluation in 1957 by 
the senl.~r au~hor, l.n connectl.on with a parole application. 
Intervenl.ng hl.story is summarized; projective test protocols are 
reported verbatim; understanding of the S's orevious outbursts 
o~ vio~ence and some estimate of future posslbilities in that 
dl.rectl.on are sought through synthesis of historical information 
and current test productions and behavior. (Author Abstract) 
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Money, J. Use of an androgen-depleting hormone in the treatment ,.; 
of male sex offenders. Journal of Sex Research, August! 
1970,6 (3),165-172.1 

Medroxprogesterone acetate, an androgen-depleting hormone, ,J 
offers some promise in the treatment of male sex-offender disorderi ! 
Its effect on the genital function is that the penis becomes ,-I 
unable to have an erection. Semen is not produced, and orgasm !~ 
does not occur. (Psychological Abstracts) ;"<! ,I 
Orno, A. Social, psychological and surgical treatment for sexual 

and chronic criminals. Canadian Journal 'of Corrections y 

1965, 7 (4), 414-422. 
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The most dangerous and habitual Danish sex offenders, defined 
s having "insufficiency of character," have been detained at , 

~erstedvester since 1929. Similar to ~axwell Jones' thera~eutl.c 
community, detention at Herstedvester l.S legally not a punl.shrnent 
and inmates are not obliged to take any treatment or express a 
desire to change. If the inmate expresses the desire to prove 
that he is able to live in free society, the staff is ready to use 
all the means they can to help him. The inmate can select ~reat
ment or custodi~l care but he is obliged to work. ~l~ de~al.n~es 
gradually request treatment which consists of rehablll.~atl.on l.n 
living groups, individual and group therapy, and somatl.c therap~ 
including surgical castration and security measures. In a settl.ng 
with 200 inmates and a staff ratio of one to one, it ~as,found 
that the majority of inmates develop sufficient group skl.lls to 
return to the community with effective aftercare. The average 
length of stay is 30 months. Surgical castration i~ granted to 
eight patients annually who must request the ~peratl.on and must 
be able to justify their reasons to the Eugenl.cs Board. The 
results of 900 operations performed during the past 30 years of 
treating sex offenders have been encouraging. ,It has be~n found 
that unhappy terrified sex offenders have obtal.ned securl.ty through 
castration. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

Perdue, W. C. and Lester, D. Personality characteristics of 
rapists. Perceptual and Motor Skills, october 1972, 35, 514. 

The personality characteristic~ of ra~is~s,were studied. 
Fifteen convicted rapists did not dl.ffer sl.gnl.fl.cantly from 15 men 
convicted of aggressive nonsexual crimes on any of the Ror~chach 
variables. Rapists did not differ from the control group l.n race 
or intelligence quotient; however, rapists were significantly 
older than controls. 2 references. (Abstract--National Institute 
of Mental Health) 

Peters, J. and Sadoff, R. psychiatric services for sex offender 
on probation. Federal Probation, June 1967, 31, 33-37. 

Assesses the group psychotherapy program of c;t ~omm~nit~ out
patient clinic for convicted sex offend~rs. partl.cl.patl.n~ l.n the 
group sessions were offenders on probatl.on who hc;td been dl.agnos~d 
as evidencing "character disorders" and were, prl.or to the seSSl.ons, 
receiving no aftercare treatment. Although pro=ecuted and con
victed most sex offenders deny guilt in the alleged illegal act. 
In the'group setting, the offender often admits and discusses 
sexual deviances and illegal acts. He is accepted by, not 
isolated from, peer group members. Periodic conferences we:e 
held between the psychiatrists and the judges. More effec~l.ve,com
munication--among patients, between patients,a~d the psychl.a~rl.st, 
and between patients and law enforcement offl.cl.als--was a maJor 
goal of the group. The role of the courts and the probation 
officer is discussed. 
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Peters, J. J., et. ale Group psychotherapy of the sex offender. 
Federal Probation, 1968, 32 (3), 41-45. 

r ! 
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During a 10-year period, from 1955 to 1965, approximately rl 
1,600 convicted sex offenders received gro~~ psychotherapy at an IJ 
outpatient cJ,.inic of the Philadelphia General Hospital. Based [,1 
on previous convictions, the treatment progra!l' received the 11 
o~fender most likely to be the recidivist or the compulsive sex If 
ol:fender. A two-year followup study compared the adjustment of I:t 
92 offenders who had completed group treatment with 75 control 11 
subjects who received routine probation supervision. The effects 1! 
of the program were measured by recidivism, both sex and nonsex i! 
offenses, and by Likert-type scales devised by the psychiatrists II 
to r 7flect adjustment in six areas: employment; sex behavior i 1,f 
marr1age and parental role; social and primary family relationshipjl 
and s7lf-~steem. Rank order, of improvement as rated by the Ll 
psych1atrlsts and by the subJects themselves were compared for it 
the T and C groups. There was no significant difference between f.! 
the treated and the control group, not even in sexual adjustment. 11 
4 references. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) II 
Resnick, H. L. P. and Peters, J. J. Out-patient group therapy 

with convicted pedophiles. International Journal of Group 
Psychotherapy, 1967, 17, 151-158. 
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Group psychotherapy for convicted pedophiles on probation 11 
is discussed as an effective method of treatment. The report is Ii 
based on a 3D-month period of involvement with this type of sex k~ 
offender. The treatment process is composed of four phases: t J 
(1) the development of a working relationship between the offendersil 
and the therapist, i.e., the therapist was gradua.lly considered i1 
by the group to be pro-patient rather than on the side of the H 
authorities, and h:Ls motives for treating the group were explainedJJ. 
(2) develo~ment 0::- a peer relationship which involved questioning! 1 
~ach o~her,s stor1es and defenses and direct confrontation, (3) l~ 
lnvest1gat1on <;>f the members' relationships with adult females, !1 
(4) ~he evolutl0t; of a more tolerant attitude toward authority, ! 'I 
and lmprovement In self-es·teem and work performance. (; 

Roberts, L. and Pacht, A. Termination of inpatient treatment for 
sex ~eviates: Psychiatric, social, and legal factors. The 
Amerl.can Jour:nal of pSYChiatry, 1965, 121 (9), 873-880. 
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, The Stat~ of Wisconsin has had i~ effect, since 1951, a Sex I~! 
Crlmes,Law whlch provides for both in'discriminate sentencing of ;\ 
selected sex offenders and psychiatric treatment for these I 
offenders. ,I~ also provides that the following be explored in fl 
release d7c1s70ns made by members of a Special Review Board: fJ 
(1) ps¥chl.atrJ~c factors: (a) initial diagnostic study, (b) psychO~;! 
therapl~t's progress reports, (c) psychiatric consultants' reports;fJ 
~2) sO~lal,dat~: (a) pre-sentence investigation, (b) pre-parole ~l 
lnvestlgatJ.on In the community; (c) pertinent correspondence, 11 
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(d) institutional adjustment reports; and (3) legal data: 
(a) transcript of the trial (upon request), (b) F.B.I. and lo?al 
police reports of prior offenses, (c) reports of prevJ.ous actlons 
and comments by the members of the Board. The Boar~ consists o~ 
a psychiatrist, a social worker, and a lawyer, and 1t has ~unctloncd 
effectively as a decision-making body. without an evaluatlon of 
the complex interrelationships of these variable factors, 
effective release decisions would be impossible. The ?~udy under
takes a clinical and statistical examination of the factors 
involved in the release of sex deviates after a period of specialized 
inpatient treatment and the provisions of the Wisconsin Sex crimes 
Law. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

Schultz, G. How many more victims? Philadelphia: Lippencott, 
1965. 

Sex crimes in the united States are increasing. 'Often men 
who are convicted of sex crimes and later adjudged criminally 
insane are treated briefly and inadequately and are released. 
Limited facilities for rehabilitation, limited finances and staff 
at institutions make this problem more acute. It will be~the job 
of the individual citizen to work toward improvement of these 
conditions so that he may be better protected. Certain states, 
California and Massachusetts among them, have made notable strides 
in the treatment of sex offenders. The public as well as the law 
enforcement agencies must view sexual offenses as a result of 
mental illness and instability resulting from environmental 
factors, and must treat it as such. (Crime and Delinquency 
Abstracts) 

Schurch, J. Development of sexual deviation in advanced age: A 
follow-up study. Schweizer Archiv Fur Neurologie, 
Neurochirurgie Und psychiatrie (Zurich), 1972, 110 (2), 
331-363. 

Sexual deviations in the aged are reviewed with respect to 
the following variables of abnormal behavior and sexual delin
quency: psycho-organic deterioration~ so~ial context, and th~ 
association of psychogenic and somatlc dlsorders. A survey lS 
presented of patients between the ages of 65 and 90 who had been 
hospitalized before the age of 65 and had since been diseharged. 
These patients had manifested sexual deviance, the main features 
being homosexuality, pedophilia, exhibitionism, polymorphous 
perver.sion, transvestism and rape. Eighteen,of the nin~teen 
patients in the study were male. Tbe followl.ng ~oncluslons,were 
drawn: Sexual abnormality decreases and often dlsappears ~lth 
age, the tendency being more marked in the,open mc:-nife~tatl.ons 
of perversity; sexual delinquency reaches lts maxlm~m In the 
fifth decade of life and decreases subsequently, belng extremely 
rare in old age; supplementary psycho-organic deteriora.tion does 
not exacerbate the sexual perversions as a rule; and the global 
psychic adaptation in the aging subjects examined was satisfactory 
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in only four cases and mediocre or poor in the 15 cases. 
(Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 

Seghorn, T. K. Adequacy of ego functioning in rapists and pedo
philes. Dissertation Abstracts International, June 1971, 
31 (12-B), 7613-7614. 
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~ There were two objectives to this study. The first was to 1 

eva~uate adaptive functioning in a population of confined 1 
adjudicated dangerous, sexual offenders, in order to systematic'- <! 
all~ explore the speci~ic nature of their failure to adapt tol 
soc~ety. The second a~m of the study was to study differential! 
adequacy of ego functioning in a clinically derived classification~1 
of sdubgroups of rapists and pedophiles. In the present study it! 
was em(:mstrate~ that a sexual ,?ffense could represent variouslyf 
(a) a c1rcumscr1bed ego defect 1n an otherwise potentially '~ 
adaptive pers,?nality organization (as in the fixated pedophile), !1 
(b) a, regress1ve ~ttempt to master an infantile impulse (at:; in 'i 
tpe d1splaced rap~st), (c) a symptom of a more pathological and lJ 
global ego disintegration (as in the regressed pedophile) and, ~1 

d(~) the produ'?t of a. characterologically narcissistic impulse 11 
~sorde;r (as ~n the 1mpulse rapist, aggressive, and exploitive ,j 

pedoplules). It was suggested that different treatment modalities.! 
should be applied to these groups. Recommendations were made :1 
concerning the application of the ego function model to the -t 
classification of normal and deviant adaptation. (Dissertation i 
International Abstracts--Modified) J 

f 

Sturup, G. K. Treatment of the sexual offenders in Herstedvester" 
Denmark: The rapists. Acta Psychiatrica Scandanavica, 
1968, 44 (Suppe. 204), 1-62. 
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Describes the treatment of 39 chronic sexual criminals at the: l 
~erstedve~ter Detent~on Institution. The goal of the institution! 
1.S ,to mot~vate each ~nmate to self-improvement. "Treatment .! 

i~dividualized inte~rating growth therapy, is based on a sifua- i 
t~onal approach to 1nterpersonal relations." Castration is 
employed in cases of recidivating sexual criminals (18 of the 38 J 
cases) tO,enable the mastery of aggressive drives. The physicall 
psycholog~cal effects of castration are discussed. A low rate of 1 
re~idiv~sm ~s ~a~gely attributed to (I) privacy afforded by small] 
':ln~t~ w~~h ~n~~v1.~ual rooms, and, (2) the assistance given during 1!,1 
~nst~tut~ona11zat~on and the per10d after release. 28 references.!i 
(Psychological Abstracts)' it 

i. f 

Takakuwa, M., et. ale A psychological study of rape. Bulletin 
of the Criminological Research Department (Japan), 1971, 
36-38. 

In a study of rapists, 88 adult offenders and 80 juveniles 
were administered the Rorschach test and Ministry of Justice 
Personality Inventory (MJPI). A classification of rapists based 
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on these findings was developed and subdivided on the basis of 
single and group offenders, as well as juvenile and adult. 
Differences eetween these groups related not I::>nly to results of 
the tests but also to the life style of the actors. Single 
offenders demonstrated in their life style and in the ways Of 
committing the crime more specific features which relate to 
their emotional deviation. In contrast, group offenders were 
followers in committing the crime and showed no significant 
reiations between the crime and their emotional deviation. 
(Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 

Tarniquet, H. The sex o'ffender. International Criminal Police 
Review, 1965 (191), 233-243. 

The sex offender is unique among offenders in that he seeks 
to satisfy a physical need through his offense. There were 13,477 
known sex offense cases in France in 1963. Over ten percent of 
the persons arrested for such offenses were foreigners. One
third of them were under twenty-one. Many cases go unreported 
because of shame or fear of scandal. The sex offense problem 
brings up the question of whether legalization of brothels will 
reduce sex crime9_ Among the causes of sex offenses are: 
uncontrolled sex drives, alcoholism, poor living conditions, and 
low intellect. Among remedies are: treatment of sex offenders 
in special centers, improvement of living conditions, and 
legitimate sex education. Sex offenders who are not mentally 
deficient and commit rape or indecent assault should be punished 
severely because of the deterrent effect of such treatment. 
(Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

Thorne, F. and Haupt, T. Objective measurement of sex attitudes and 
behavior in adult males. Journal of Clinical Psychology, 
1966,22,404-407. 

Used a sex inventory to measure sexual attitudes and 
behaviors in adult males--included rapists. 

Volcher, R. Medico-psychological aspects of sexual offenses. 
Revue de Droit Penal et de Criminologie, 1965, 45 (8), 
837-868. 

Thetotal personality of the sex offender is expressed in 
his offense more apparently than is the case with other types of 
offenders. He expre~ses not only his present difficulties and 
problems but all that weighs on his past: his physical and 
psychic heredity, his pa'thogenic past, his early frustrations 
and tendencies acquired consciously or, more often, unconsciously 
and too deep-rooted to be unlearned or repressed. The study of 
the victim is also indispensable be~ause he is rarely unimportant: 
the role which the. victim plays in his relation to the offender 
is often more important and active than is generally assumed. 
Finally, the relation between the two partners allows us to study 
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expre~sion,and fundamental ~ays of interhuman cOlnmunication; this 
relat~on, ~n turn, occurs wlthin a socio-cultural context which 
cann~t be ~gnored .. Therapy of the sex offender can be organic: it 
may ~nvolve treatment of a malformation or affection of the physi
cal organs, or the utilization of hormones to accelerate or correct 
th~ process of maturation, but the greatest hopes for success in , 
th~~ a~e~ of Psychopathology are placed upon the various techniques 3 
~f lz:.d1 v1dual and group J?sychotherapy I particularly the methods :~, 
1nsp1red,by psychoanalys1s, even though results are not always ~ 
encoura~ln~. However, the best therapy is the prevention of 'sex-~'~ 
ual dev1at1ons by an appropriate education in sex hygiene by parents 'i.:.l.~.<.' 
and educators. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) ~ 

Von Schumann, ~. J: Resocia~ization of sexually a:normal patients ,;~ 
by a comb~nat1on of ant1androgen administration and psycho- ii,if 
therapy. Psychotherapy and Psychosomatics (Basel) 1972, 201 
( 6), 3 21- 3 3 2 • ' il 

\;~ 
";1: 

. The res,ocialization of sexually abnormal pa·tients by a combina- 4:f 
t~on of ant1andr~gen administration and psychotherapy is reported. ! 
T~e sexual dynam~cs of the personality with anomalous sexual at- ;:,:. 
~l tu~es and perversions are often so powerful that psychotherapy I'A 
~s w~thout effect. In,order to render such patients accessible to :.~.I. 
psychotherapy, the ant1androgen cyproterone acetate (schering.) wast 

CUoSmepdu·ls~vYemmeaanstSurobfattohriSs comdbinde~ ttheraPdY'dsex deviants such as ,j 
. . . ..... . an sa 1S s, an elinquents such as ex- ! 

h~b~ tlOn1.~ts , pederasts, rapists and kleptomaniacs can be rehabili- Iji 
tated soclally and professionally. In many cases it was neces- ~i 
~arbY td

o 
treat the wives also, as they had been fr~strating their ' .••.... ,1 

us a~ s sexually and thus driving them to deviant or delinquent ! 
behavl0r. (Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 1 

Wille, W. Case study of a rapist: An analysis of the causation 
~~_~~~minal behavior. Journal of Social Therapy, 1961, 7, 

, A,case ~tudy of a 31-year-old white, male offender charged 
W1.t~ k~dnapp1ng and rape. A description of his history of crime 
~oc~al development, social habits, education and marital history' 
1S lncluded along with the details of the two rapes he committed. 
~he au~hor anal~zes the o~fender'shi~tory and concludes that he 
1S actlng ou~ h1~ unconsc:aous aggressl ve feelings toward his fos.ter 
mo~h~r and h1S w1fe and ~s basically a "neurotically.' motivated 
cr~m1na~. The J?revalence of such a pattern in the average prison 
POpulatl0n is d1scussed. 

Legal Aspects 

Arada, C. Coercion as a defense to rape. Journal of Criminal 
Law and Criminol09~' 1937, 27, 645-666. 
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Gives a detailed description of the pertinent segments of 
the trial of Dodd and French, accused of rape by a Mrs. Graham. 
Focuses on the defense attorney's handling of two key pr~sec~tion 
witnesses whose credibility he ruined through cross-exam1nat1on 

J 

and the impact this had on the jury. The jury selection is covered 
in detail describing the methods used by the defense attorney to 
insure th~t his chosen few would remain impartial until both sides 
had been presented. The author considers this to be the key fac
tor in the verdict of not guilty. 

Black, J. The sentencing of sex offenders. Dissertation Abstracts 
International, 1966, 27 (2-A), 544-545. 

An investigation of the hypothesis that judicial criteria, 
rather than non-judicial or extra-judicial, are signifi~antly re
latedto sentencing severity in sex offenses is the subJect of 
this dissertation. A distinction is made between judicial, non
judicial, and extra-judicial criteria. J~dicial ~ri~eria :efers 
to the nature of the offense, number of b1lls of lnd1ctmen~1 and 
prior record. Non-judicial criteria incl~des demographic data, 
and extra-judicial criteria involves the Judge, plea, presence of 
defense attorney, and type of defense attorney, if present. The 
results of the study tend to support the original hypothesis. 
(Dissertation Abstracts International--Modified) 

Bumgardner, R. III. Mistake of age as a defense to statutory 
rape. Washington and Lee Law Review, 1965, 22 (1), 119-126. 

The uniform rule in the United states has been that a mis
take as to the age o£ a female is not a defense to the crime of 
statutory rape. In a recent California case, however, t~e Court 
held that a good faith mistake was a defense and that eV1dence 
on this point should have been allowed since the e~ement of . 
criminal intent may have been lacking. Those hold1ng that m1S-

:take is no defense have used tW0 ' sic approaches. The accu~ed 
acts at his peril and the intent ; ~y:uired is on~y a, genera~ 1n
tent to do a wrongful act. Some have he~~ that,no. ~ntent,ls , 
necessary. In California, where intent 1S requ1red',fornlcat1on 
'is not an offense and thus the Court stated that a m~staken be
lief as to age could negate the element of intent. 
This view is similar to that adopted by the Model Penal Code. 
(Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

Bund, E. Monthly summary of reported and published state or 
federal court opinions concerning issues related to sex 
problems. Sex Problems Court Digest, 1971, 2 (6), 1-6; 
2 (7),1-6; 2 (3),1-6. 

A monthly summary of the reported and published btate and 
federal court opinions concerning issues related to ~ex p:oblems 
involved in criminal and civil court procedures deal1.ng w1th sex 
crimes, obscenity, etc., presents 15 cases. Th~ subjects are: 
(1) class; (.2) conviction of a defendant for forclble rape of a 
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~ 20 year old mentally retarded female; (3) state may regulate .~1 
obsce;ne ,materia~; (4) penetration in rape case must be proved;'l' 
(5) glrlle maga~lne~ are t,lot porn<?graphic; (6) teacher may use >:.! 
4-letter word ,In dlScl:lssloni (7) lllegal seizure of allegedJ 
obsc~ne, materlal; (8) lndecent liberties with minor; (9) sodomy;~ 
c<?nVlctlon all,d statute upheld; (10) assumed name certificates with:f 
dlst~steful name m~st be a<;cepted; (II) lack of necessity for 1':1 
sho~l.ng force or :rlo1et,lce In rape of child; (12) contribution to I"{ 
dell.nquency of a Juvenl.lei (13) lack of court discretion in death [1 
sentence for rape in absence of jury mercy recommendation; (14) 1'1 
reversal o~ fornication conviction of unmarried parents; and (15) 10! 
pornographlc magazine distribution was the basis for conviction I',! 
for distribution of obscene materials. 13 references. (Abstract--j I, 
National Institute of Mental Health) i 

constitu~ional law--capital punishment for rape. 
Revlew. November 1971, 56 (4), 96-110. 

Ivlinnesota Law ! 'I 
!,:1 
If 

, ,Examination of a case ~nvolving cruel and unusual punishme,nt 11 
wlthln the context of the hlstory of application of the eighth' !t 
~~~~~7eni~ l~:~~yt~:s;~p~~~:ig~~~~ :~:cl~~~:~~n~x!~~~!~'p~~Is~~e fJ 
ment In pro~ortl<?n to the crime for the first time in 50 years. Ll 
The proportlonallty standard, while more rational is more dif- II 
ficult tO,apply, and is usually expressed in terms of shock to (r 

the conSClence o~ m<?ra~ me;n. The circuit courts in this case r! 
looked to other Jurl.sdl.ctl.ons, and found a popular rejection of the!1 
d7at~ penalty for rape cases. One major resultant problem is the IJ 
~lffl.culty and unde~ir~bility of , making constitutionality of pun- 11 
ls~ent turn on a fl.ndl.ng that llfe was endangered. The author tJ 
~elleves,that the death penalty should not be given if the victim II 
lS not kllled. ~hese<;ond major problem is the danger in letting 11 
the populace declde whJ.,?h are cruel and ut,lusual punishments. If 
Here, ~he. au~h9r feels Judges should examJ.ne their own consciences "1 
for ~hls declslon. (Abstract--National Criminal Justice Reference !I 
ServJ.ce) GJ 

I, 
Corroborating charges of rape. 

67, 1137. 
Columbia Law Review, June 1967, 

In defining the corroboration required for rape charges, the 
courts of New York state have demanded some substantial proof of 
each elemen~ of th~ crime without reaqing the law so stringently 
as tO,make It a shJ.eld ~or the guilty. The corroboration require
ment lS not extended to unconsummated rape attempts. The broa~ 
approach of New York courts is good and should be imitated by 
other states. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

Corroboration rule and crimes accompanying a rape. University of 
Pennsylvania Law Review, January 1970, 118, 458-472. 
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Discusses the corroboration requirement by reviewing policies 
underlying adoption of the rule and citing some cases of the imple
mentation of the corroboration rule. It is concluded that "judicial 
reinstatement of the identical evidence test as the applicable rule 
of statutory construction would better implement the policies under
lying the corroboration requirement as set down by the legislature, 
and afford greater predictability for future application of the 
rule to crime allegedly accompaning a consummated rape." 

Panziger, P. L. Sexual assaults and forced homosexual relation
ships in prison: 'cruel and unusual punishment. Albany Law 
Review, 1971, 36 (2), 428-438. 

In Holt v. Sarver, the Supreme Court introduced into the defi
nition of the eighth amendment a new element which mqY make con
finement itself under inhuman conditions a cruel and unusual pun
ishment. Other recent judicial decisions support this position. 
Following this doctrine, courts in future decisions may recognize 
that conditions and practices in penal institutions that foster 
forced homosexual relationships and sexual assaults are cruel and 
unusual punishment. Various estimates of the extent of homosexual 
relations in prisons have been made, but all agree that the in
cidence of such relations is very high. Legal remedies in the form 
of court action against fellow prisoners and correctional staff are 
available to prisoners in both state and federal institutions; 
however, fear or reprisals following institution of such action 
keeps the number of such complaints low. There are methods avail
able to correctional administrators that can be used to decrease 
~incidence of homosexuality and sexual assaults, including in
creases in the number of guards, separate cells, conjugal visits, 
and segregation of prisoners according to various determinants. ~' 
(Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 

l\> 

Dworkin, R. B. The resistance standard in rape legislation. 
Stanford Law Review, February 1966, 680. 

The article proposes adopting a resistance standard in rape 
legislation rather than the existing consent standard. It is 
pointed out that by emphasizing conduct, the resistance standard 
replaces the "facile all-or-nothing approach of the consent stand
·ard with a more sophisticated series of inquiries into possible 
reasons for nonresistance." This allows a catalogue of offens~s 
to emerge arranged according to the seriousness of the act both 
to the' women involved and society generally. Finally, it is 
pointed out that the resistance standard eliminates fictions from 
the law of rape. 

Fisher, J. H. Obtaining and presenting evidence in sex cases. 
Criminal Law Quarterly, 1961, 4, 150-159. 

The article provides gutdelines for physicians in the medi
cal examination of rape cases. It is advisable to examine both 
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the victim and the a.ccused. Proof of ~ntercourse and evidence t:~t 
of resistance should be determined. Proof of intercourse would 1':'4 
be a damaged hymen, bruised or lacerated genitals, and/or pre- f] 
sence of seminal fluid. Evidence of resistance would be marks ofi~ 
violence inflicted on the accused and suffered by the victim. F] 
Author states that since there are modifying circumstances which It 
migh~ render resistance difficult, the victim may have no marks 1'1 
of v~olence. h~ 

\J 
L',l 

Foster, H. and Freed, D. Offenses against'the family. The 
Universit of Missouri at Kansas Cit Law Review, Winter 
1964, 32 1 I 33-113. 

Elements, history, aspects of evidence, punishment, legal 
for, and model laws treatment of various family offenses in
cluding rape, child abuse, seduction, kidnapping, indecency, 
adultery, interference with custody and juvenile court juris
diction. Legal study. (Crime and Delinquency Abstract~) 

Goldstein, A. B. CorroboDation in rape cases in New York--a 
half step forward. Albany Law Review, 1973, 37 (2), 306-
328. 
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i I 
Change in a New York state statute requiring corroboration I't 

of the complainant I s testimony in rape cases is discussed with \ 1 
a historical perspective. The identity of the attacker now need 11 
not be corroborated if other evicence establishes penetration, l J 
attempt to penetrate, or lack of consent of the complainant. ;1 
The effect of this change will allow prosecution for assault when I! 
the se~ual C;lf,fense cdannot be established. The testimony of the i ', .. \ 
woman ~s st~ I regar ed as fallible, and a suggestion is made 1 1 

to allow other evidence. (Abstract--National Institute of f 
Mental Health) L~ 

Gome'z Lara, C. The crime of rape in marriage. Derecho Penal 
Contemporaneo, 1965, 6, 61-82. 
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Accepting rape in both physical and moral senses , it is II 
established that this act may take place between two men, a man. 11 

and. a womar;, and a wo~an and man. Defining moral rape as those 111 
act~ons wh~ch are des~gned to lead a party up to the point where ,h:J 
physical rape is possible, it is here proposed that such acts be f1 
made a crime and be made pUnishable. by imprisonment, fine, or Ii 
both. Wi~hi~ these definitions, it is possible that a wife may ti>t 
be made v~ct~m. of , rape, by, her hu~band. Sexual relati<;>hs ar.e partl;l 
of a moral obl~gat~on w~th~n marrl.age, and are not def~ned in t:J 

ei ther j udic ial or 9'anonical law. This is not completely true, of L~ 
other countries, such as Italy, however. Here, the sexual obl~ga-i;;J 
tion of marriage is such that the incompletion of same by one of 1~1 
the partners may result in ci\~il or even criminal offense. Most LA 
t~eor~sts agree, howe,,:,er, that sexual union is part of the obliga-i,:l 
tl.on l.ncurred by marrl.age, and that therefore rape, as such, Ii 
cannot legally occur between husband and wife. A point by point Lt 

1~1 
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examination and refutation of the arguments advanced for the 
legality of sexual relations under any conditions between man and 
wife,yield th7 conclusion that rape truly can take place within 
marr~age. Thl.s fact must be accepted by legal authorities and 

J 

laws must be changed accordingly. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

Greenfield, D. E. The prompt complaint: A developing rule of 
evidence. Criminal I'~lW. Quarterly (Canada), 1967, 9 (3), 
286-297. 

I~ England and Canada, the rule that a prompt complaint may 
be admltted as evidence applies in all cases of sexual assault 
Evidence c;f,a pro~pt complaint is admissible solely for the pu~
pose of gl.Vl.ng a Jury the opportunity to judge whether the con-
duct of the complainant was consistent with the testimony. There 
are strong arguments for extending this rule to include all offenses 
whi<:h,inv,?lve violence to the person. In almost any case where the 
dec~sl.on ~s largely a matter of one person's word against another, 
the questl.on of p:ompt comp~aint and consistent conduct may be 
rel~vant,for the Judge and Jury. Our system of legal inquiry may 
be lmproved by a more general application of this rule (Crime 
and Delinquency Abstracts) • 

Grosman, B. Drunkenness as a defence to rape. The Criminal Law 
Quarterly (Canada), November 1963, 6 (2), 148-151. 

In reviewing the decisions of a number of cases, it is found 
that there is a conflict in deciding whether 6r not rape is an 
offense that requires a specific intent on the part of the 
accused. If specific intent is necessa~y, then drunkenness can 
be used as a defense to rape. It is now up to the authorities 
to clarify this direct conflict of law. 

Hibey, R. A. The trial of a rape case: An advocate's analysis 
of corroboration, consent, and character" The American 
Criminal Law Review, 1973, 11, 309. 

An analysis of corroboration, consent, and character in rape 
cases concerned primarily with the defense counsel's handling of 
the evidence and trial tactics. Corroboration of identification 
is dealt with in depth in terms of fairness of the identification 
procedure, bias, 'interest, and motivation of the witness to 
falsify, and opportunity of complainant to examine the defendant 
a,t time of the attack. Methods of attack of corroboration in all 
those areas are given. Co'rroboration of penetration is also dis
cu~sed. An analy~is of a consent defense is given, focusing on 
tr~al tactics and presenting an illustration of the approach 
counsel may take in cross examination. The legal aspects'of 
presenting evidence of the complainant's character are dealt with 
also. 

Hilligan, T. The fresh complaint rule., The JAG Journal (Office of 
the Judge Advocate General of the Navy), 'May 1964, 18 (4), 
265-268. 
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Rule of military law U. S., allowing as evidence in cases 
rape a "fresh complaint," a complaint made by the victim prior 
the court accusation. Legal study. (Crime and Delinquency 
Abstracts) 

Hooper, A. Fraud in assault and rape. University of British 
Columbia Law Review, May 1968, 3 (2), 117-130. 
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Examines the situations in which fraud inv';llidat~s.an If. 
apparent consent to assa~lt or r';lpe. The Canad1an Cr1m1nal Code I~A 
states that the assault 1S rape 1f the "woman's consent to s~cure Ii 
intercourse 'is obtained by false and fraudulent representat10ns ~1 
as to the nature and the quality of the act.'" The "act" in I:t 
rape is sexual intercourse: the "act" in indecent assault i~ th~ 11 
touching of a person when there is no consent and the touch1ng 1St) 
unlawful. Discusses fraud as to identity, as to medical treat- l1 
ment, and additional, less frequent cases of fraud. IJ 
Ignatov, A. Serious consequence of rape. Sovetskaia I'V'stmsila, !i 

~::::n::'c:::l:~ Russia does not specify what serious effectJ] 
of rape qualify as aggravating circumstances. Interpretation is I} 
left to the courts. There is now a trend toward long term conse- Ll 
quences. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) F! 

1.;1 
t,,:! Legrand, C. E. Rape and rape laws: Sexism in society and law. 

California Law Review, May 1973, ,61 (3), 919-941. 
J ')I 

I ' I~ ! 
11 

The thesis that forcible rape laws are largely "based on l1 
traditional societal attitudes about sexual roles and m017es is! 
advanced. The structure of the laws and thl=ir enforcement is (1 
based on myths about the uncontrollable urge of the criminal and Ll 
the psychology of the unchaste victim. As a result, the laws do \i 
not effectively deter rape: Police investigation of complaints 1'\ 
is inadequate, and judicial treatment of defendants is over- kIt 
solicitous. The property interest in a woman rather than her I' 
physical integrity is being protected. Suggestions for reform arel! 
made: A rational reconstruction of rape laws could lead to more L;I 
convictions and change society's attitude toward rape and sexual let 
inequali ties at the same ·time. 109 references. (Abstract--- ;'°1 
National Institute of Mental Health) Ii 
Livneh, E. On rape and the sanctity of matrimony. 

Review, July 1967, 2, 415-422. 
Israel Law 
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A survey of the rape laws in numerous countries rev~als that!d 
most statutes define rape as forc'ed sexual intercourse w1th a !* 
female, not the perpetrator's wife. Countries w,i th bothcivil/j 
and common law traditions do not allow a man to be prosecuted i.i 
for the rape of his 'wife. In various cornmun,ist and Scandanavian L] 
countries; the law does not,specify the marital status or se:'.{; of 11 
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the victim. The Russian courts view "any sexual violation as a 
violation of the right of self-determination." In the U.S.S.R. a 
husband does not have the right to force sexual relations on his 
wife. The law on rape in Israel is being challenged in two cases. 
Livneh contends that prohibition of sexual ~iolence by a man 
agains't his wife is a break with family law traditions in Israel. 
This break was made in 1951 with the adoption of the Women's 
Equal Rights Law. 

'Model penal code (proposed official draft, submitted May 4, 1962) 
article 213. Sexual offenses and 251. Public indecency. 
In: Boston University. Law-Medicine Institute. Conference 
manual on law enforcement and the sexual offender. Boston, 
Massachusetts, April, 1964, pp. 21-28. 
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Model act regarding sex offenses, including rape, corruption ~ 
of juveri.iles and seduction, sexual assault,. public indecency,' r~ 
prostitution and related offenses, etc. (Cr1me and Delinquen.cy Abstracts) 11 

ostrovskiy, D. and Ostrovskiy, I. Some problems of defense in rape 
cases. Sovetskaya Yustitsiya (Moscow), 1969, 9, 17-18. 

The testimony of rape victims, especially juvenile victims, 
must.not be taken at face value. A case is described in which a 
l6-year-old girl who. "lived a sexual life" continued to cohabit 
with her alleged rapist. In another case, two young girls 
accused two young men of attempted rape, and the sentence was 
made. An appellate court ruled that the young men were only guilty 
of malicious hooliganism, and the Supreme Court of the Soviet 
Union ruled that they were only guilty of insulting and slapping 
the girls. In yet another case, a woman, out of selfish revenge, 
accused her lover of raping her. In another case, an intoxicated 
individual invited his sister-in-law's juvenile girl friend to 
his home but ultimately abandoned his plan to rape her. This 
individual should have been acquitted. False conviction is just 
as harmful as false acquittal. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

Partington, D. 
Virginia. 
43-75. 

The incidence of the death penalty for rape in 
Washington and Lee Law Review, 1965, 22 (1), 

Since 1908, forty-one men, all Negro, have been executed in 
Virginia for rape. Whether this is a denial of equal protection 

.' N 

!: 
1 

or some other constitutional right depends on many factors. During 
this period there has been a startling lack of opportunity for full ,;1 
appellate review of these cases. The disparity of sentences of , 
the races is not as great in non-capital sentences as it is in 
capital sentences. A contention that the punishment statutes in 
practice if not in theory, are discriminatory and unconstitutional 
has been rejected. The theory is that all white juries are much 
more. inclined to recommend mercy for a white defendant than for a 
Negro. The statistics indicate discrimination in the application 
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of the death penalty but there is no apparent legal basis which, Lcl 
absent a showing of actual prejudice, would persuade a court to }; 
reverse a conviction in a particular case. (Crime and DelinqUencyl'! 
Abstracts--Modified) \'1 

Ii 
!t 

Peto, D. Taking statements from victims and witnesses of sexual 'i 
offenses. Criminal Law Review, 1960, 86-89. ;A 

I t 
Peto offers advice to police women on the taking of state- ,1 ..... :, .. 1

1 
.. 

ments in sex offense cases. First the officer must know what 1 
evidence is needed. She must assure the person she is talking to IJ 
in order to obtain a complete, uninhibited response. The final I· 'I 
statement should be complete, in chronological order, clearly (t 
worded, and as 'concise as possible. II 

It 
\1 
l-,:t The rape corroboration requirement: Repeal not reform. Yale 

Law Journal, June 1972, 81 (7), 1365-1391. ! '''i 
I ".1 

~":j 
This article examines the traditional arguments offered in 1>1 

defense of the rule that the testimony of a complainant in a rape {"j 
trial needs independent corroboration to warrant a conviction. l! 
The article first summarizes the history of the corroboration II 
rule' and its prevalence, substance 1 and ef:Eect in American ' i1 
jurisdictions. Later sections critically examine the premises .!J 
which are considered justifications for the corroboration require-l j 
ment and evaluate the need for the requirement in view of the !.j 
traditional legal safeguards against false convictions. The [i 
article concludes with an analysis of possible alternatives to !i 
and modifications of the corroboration rule. (Abstract--National \-J 
Criminal Justice Reference Service) \\i1 

Rein, A. Criminal law: Lack of criminal intent valid defense 
to charge of statutory rape. Syracuse Law Review, 1964, 
16 (1), 148-150. 
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In a recent California case, the Court held that in the 11 
absence of a legislative direction to the contrary, lack of :! 

criminal intent is a valid defense to a charge of statutory rape. 11 
In California, the basis of the statutory provision is the pro- L~ 

)1 
tection of society, of the family and of the infant. Previous " 
California cases indicated that one acted at his peril and could I"t 
not defend on the ground that he believed the v:ictim to be over II 
age. :Most jurisdictions follow the English lead to the effect 1'1 
that one having reasonable belief that the female has reached' the \1 
age of consent is not guilty of the offense. It has been contendeG,J 
that the rule not recognizing the necessity of mens rea in 11 
statutory rape cases is irrational. (Crime and Delinquency 11 
Abstracts) j { 
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Rife, D. Scientific evidence in rape cases: 
Law and Criminology, 1940, 31, 232-235. 
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Discusses the importance of scientific evidence in rape 
cases and the methods used by the New Mexico State Police to 
obtain this evidence. Careful examination of the victim and her/ 
his clothing and all spots and stains are examined microscopic
ally. Washings are made of the genital area of both the victim 
and the accused person and matched for similar inclusions. A 
number of case illustrations are given in which careful examina
t~on of this type established the needed prbof. The importance 
of the police examiner utilizing every means possible, especially 
the microscopic examination of all clothing and secretions of 
both parties involved is stressed. 

Statutory rape: A critique. Louisiana Law Review, December 1965, 
26, 105. 

A study of the implications involved in the exclusion of 
intent for the crime of statutory rape is presented. The author 
gives a brief history on the evolution of this law and cites 
cases to amplify particular aspects of the age factor as a 
determining feature in the administration of the law. The 
emphasis upon an absolute standard of age for the female in 
defining statutory rape is admonished by the author in favor of 
the intent necessary to constitute the crime. Thus, a revised 
statute would protect the emotionally and sexually immature, 
rather than all females under a certain age; consequently, each 
case would be treated on its facts alone. 

Vannini, o. Offenses of sexual violation. Derecho Penal 
Contemporaneo, July-August 1966, 15, 15-54. 

Article 519 of the Mexican Penal Code which deals with rape 
and other categories of prohibited sexual intercourse leads to 
problematic interpretations. There are some questions related 
to the practical application of the law. Who can legally be 
classifi~d as active subject and passive subject in cases of 
sexual violation? What is the juridical object in offenses of 
sexual violation? Is rape classified as a material or formal 
offense? What is the legal imputability of offenders in cases 
of rape? Is the imputability concomitant, antecedent, or sub
s7Quent to the act? These as well as other similar questions 
wl1l have to be resolved through careful interpretation of the 
text and with regard to other pertinent sections of the Penal 
Code. (Crime and Delinq~ency Abstracts) 

Wisconsin Public Welfare Department. Wisconsin's first eleven 
years of experience with its sex crimes law, July 1951-
June 1963. Madison, Wisconsin, April 1965, Statistical 
Bulletin C 46. . 

Wisconsin's Sex Crimes Law was enacted in July 1951. Prior 
to that time, sex offenders were handled under the criminal code. 
The new la~T pr~vided for detention of offenders until they were 
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considered safe to release, and for examination and tre~tment 
where necessary. Those requiring treatment are termed "deviates" 
for this report. The report, covering the first eleven years of 
experience under the Sex Crime Law, contains sixteen tables' 
briefly summarized textually, indicating various findings con
cerning the "total number of offenders committed under th~ Sex 
Crime Law and concerning those classed as deviates. Typical 
subjects of tables are: (1) findings reported to courts by year; 
(2) offenses by year; (3) offense and finding reported to court; 
(4) offense and age; (5) offense and marital status; (6) deviates 
in relation to intelligence level, education, prior treatment, 
race, and previous correctional experience; (7) age and sex of 
victims; and (8) offense and frequency. (Crime and Delinquency 
Abstracts) 

Wolfgang, M. E. and Riedel, M. Race, judicial discretion, and 
the death penalty. Annals of the American Academy of 
Politi~ and Social Science, 1973, 5, 119-133. 
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Some of the major issues in the Furman v. Georgil'\ case and II 
other related decisions are presented. In these cases lithe IJ 
concurring opinions concluded that the exercise of jury discre- 'It 
ti",.l in imposing the death penalty was cruel and unusual punish- I' 
ment because of its infrequency, its arbitrariness, or th~ fJ 
opportunities it afforded for discrimination." After' revie\lling It 
earlier studies of racial differentials in sentencing, the authors !~J. 
discuss a study of sentencing for rape in states where that Ii 
offense has been a capital crime. The authors conclude that "the 1,1 
significant racial differentials found in the imposition of the !,J 
death penalty are indeed produced by racial discrimination." 11 
(Abstract--National Criminal Justice Reference Service) Ii 

Women and the criminal law--a symposium. American Criminal Law 
Review, Winter 1973, 11, 291-553. 

This collection is intended to fill a gap in a largely 
unexplored area of criminal justice. Some of the problems sur
veyed are--women in the correctioncll system, the administration 
of rape laws and the laws against prostitution, discriminatory 
sentencing of women offenders, and the potential effect of th€ 
equal rights amendment on sex discrimination in the criminal 
process. These articles seek to present a unified and organized 
feminist perspective. (Abstract .... -National Cr.iminal Justice 
Reference Service) 

Sociological Aspects 

Abbott, D. J. and Calonico, J. M. 
. maintep,ance of a myth: Rape 

Unpublished pap~r, Louisiana 
1973. 
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Black man, white woman--the 
and the press in New Orleans. 
State University, New Orleans, 
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The media, primarily newspapers, do effect the support and 
formation of public opinion, often in a biased manner. A study 

J 

was conducted in which all 1971 editions of the New orl~ansf 
Time-Picayune, a daily newspaper, were searched for art~cle~ on 
rape. Several factors were noted--whether the accou~t ment~oned 
the race of the victim and offender, the degree of v~olence, the 
r~lationship between the victim and offender! and,the place,of 
occurrence. The study also involved a quest~onna~re regard~ng 
individuals' perception of rape rates. The questionnaire was 
administered to a sample Of students attending LSUNO. The study 
concluded that the Time-Picayune had a te~dendy to misrepr~se~t 
the truth about rape in that "the proport~onate amount of ~nc~
dents in which a black man rapes a white woman is ~verre~orted and 
articles which describe an intraracial rape are wr~tten ~n,such.a 
manner that they suggest an interracial event." The quest~onna1re 
indicated that the students' perception of rape corresponds closely 
to what was alluded to in the newspaper. 

Amir, M. Forcible rape. Federal Probation, March 1967, 31 (1), 
51-58. 

Empirical study of 646 Philadelphia rapes which f~cu~es on 
the social characteristics and relationships of both v1ct~ms and 
offenders as well as the act itself. The data were analyzed in 
terms of race, age, time, place and circumstance of, the act'. 
(Abstract--National Criminal Justice Reference Serv1ce) 

Amir. M. Forcible ,rape. Sexual Behavior, 1971, 1 (8), 24-36. 

The social context of rape is examined. Both legal and 
medical aspects of forced sexual interc~urse,are studie~ f70m 
several angles to determine: the relat1onsh~p of the v~ct1m to 
the offender-the social setting of the rape; stages of the event 
which includ~s planning, scene of crime, manipu~atio~ o~ ~ictim 
from tempting to physical force, sexual pervers~on, lnd~v~dual 
participation in group rape, and the aftermath of the offense; 
types of rapists (includes social class, race, age) and an overall 
picture of this crime of violence. It was found that rape 
occurs most frequently among the lowor classes, is 90% intraracial r 

occurs on weekend nights, about evenly divided between strangers 
and those who know or are acquainted with each other and occurs 
in their own neighborhood. Corrunents by other experts on r~pe and 
various aspects of the crime are included. (Abstract--Nat~onal 
Institute of Mental Heal~h) 

Barber, R. N. Prost~tution and the increasing number of convic
tions for' rape in Queensland. Australian and New Zealand 
Journal of Criminology, 1967, 2 {3}, 169-174. 

The prevalence of rape, attempted rape, and par~icularly 
"pack'" rape in Queensland, Australia is ~xamined. ,S1nce the clos
ing of the brothels in the area these cr1mes have 1ncreased 
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rapidly at a rate disproportionate to the population increase. ~,~,ti,~ 
There is strong evidence that characteristics of the type of P 
per~on who frequents brothels are similar to those of convicted r'i 
rapl.sts and that pack rapes and brothels provide similar sources ,'i 
of satisfaction to the male. The theory that the closing of the 1"'1 
brothels ha~ caused a high increase in rape seems more valid than'f 
other suggested causes such as parental laxity or the influence! 
of sex and violence portrayed through the mass media. 8 refer- hi 
ences. (Author Abstract Modified--Crime and ~elinquency Abstractstl 

Berkowitz, L. Sex and violence: We can't have it both ways. r'i 
~sychology Today, December 1971, 5 (7), 14, 18-23. If 
Both President's Commission on the Causes and Prevention of II 

Violence and the President's Commission on Obscenity and Porno- lit 
graphy arrived at essentially the same position. Exposure to !1 
me~ia prE~sentat~on of violence or pornography yields temporary t t 
stl.mulatl.on. Vl.olence commission prescribed a limitation of 1 

violence while pornography commission prescribed a relaxation of i,t 
~estrictions. While only a tiny fraction of an audience may be ~1 
1nflu7n?e~ toward viole~ce <;>r deviant sexual behavior, probability!1,' 
of ell.C1tl.ng such behav10r 1S not zero. {Psychological Abstracts)~f 

Blanchard, V. H. The group processes in group rape. Journal of 01 
So<?ial Psychology, 1959, 49, 259-266. II 

i I 
f "f-

A study of two groups of adolescents, both involved in gang l',',i 
rape, using individual Rorschach's and the "Group process! 
Rorschach" to study the dynamics of the group relationship. The stul:,t 
focused ~articu~arly on the leader of each group, postulating t I 
that he 1n partl.cular obtained sexual gratification from the act ~[ 
because it was performed with the other boys, rather than from II 
the act itself. Interviews with certain of the boys and examples lJ 
of verbal interaction during administration, of the "Group Process Lt 
Rorschach" are included. Results uphold the theory that the rl 
sexual feeling of both leaders is stimulated by the presence of I~ 
the group. ' if 

Curtis, L. Toward a cultural interpretation of forcible rape by 
American Blacks. Paper presented at the Eighth World 
Sociology Congress, Toronto, Canada, August 1974. 

f· ~ It 11 t! 
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The 1'l<:>tion of a culture of vio~ence is focused on poor young [1 
black A .... ner1can males in their teens and twenties • Within a broad il 
interpretive framework of economic-racial determinism and poverty i f 
subcultural adap'tation, a central impulse mechanism in the develop{J 
~ent of vio17nt contra<?ultu~al patterns among some poor young L1 
b~ack males l.~ the red1rect10n and exaggeration of certain expres-)l 
S10ns of man11ness--expressions le,ss blocked than certain others. It 
A central transmission mechanism is role modeling within the I;,t 
ghett<:>-slum. This ge~eral model is applied to a specific criminalL'l 
behavl.or system, forcl.ble rape. The analysis examines how Ii 
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acceptance of contracultural patterns can help facilitate rape 
in specified contexts. The following additional variables are 
among those important in understanding reported rape by blacks on 
blacks: reinforcement from white males, the male's verbal skill 
and ability to isolate a female, the female's ability to control 
the situation, and the social distance between subsequent offender 
and victim. Reported rape by blacks on whites is assessed through 
black politicalization and social integration perspectives. Con
pluding observations deal with cross-cultural comparisons and the 
difficulty in distinguishing between IIpathology" and flnormalcy" 
in cultural criminology. (Author Abstract) 

Florida Civil Liberties Union. Rape: Selective electrocution 
based on race. Miami, no date. 

A study of the sentences imposed in Florida on convicted 
rapists from 1940 to 1964 was made to determine whether the 
death penalty was only imposed upon Negroes as a punishment for 
raping white women. Of two hundred eighty-four convictions for 
rape during this period, one hundred thirty-two white men were 
convicted for the rape of one hundred twenty-five white and seven 
Negro females, and one hundred fifty-two Negro men have been 
convicted for the rape of eighty-four white and sixty-eight 
Negro women. No white man, however, has ever been sentenced to 
death for the rape of a Negro, and for·the rape of one hundred 
twenty-five white women, six white men have been sentenced to 
death, but only one was actually electrocuted. Of the sixty
eight convictions of Negroes for the rape of Negro women, only 
three were sentenced to death, but none actually executed. There 
is, however, a marked contrast in the penalties imposed on Negroes 
for the rape of white women, and of eighty-four convictions, 
forty-five defendants have been sentenced to death. To date, 
twenth-nine have been executed. The Florida Pardon Board 
reviews appeals and may commute sentences, and of the appeals of 
convicted rapists, three of four whites had their sentences 
changed from death to life imprisonment, but only two of thirty
four Negroes were granted clemency. Comparison of the statistics 
of the Board's commutations fo~ murder reveals that equal percent
ages of Negroes and whites were granted clemency. Thus, the 
twenty-nine to one execution ratio and the uneven unexplained 
decisions of the Pardon Board prove that the death penalty is 
deliberately utilized by the State of Florida as a device to 
punish interracial sexual attacks by Negroes. This discriminatory 
state action, in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment to the, 
Constitution, must be stopped. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

Gadpaille, W. J. Dialogue! What is acceptable sexual behavior. 
Sexual Behavior, 1972, ~ (7), 36-41. 

A discussion, in dialogue form, is presented between a 
psychiatrist and a group of women and men in their mid-thirties 
on what types of sexual behavior they consider acceptable. Topics 
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include the trend toward loosening of sexual taboos and general 
attitudes toward premarital and extramarital sexual relations, 
acceptability of oral-genital stimulation, masturbation, homo
sexuality, group sex, and child sexual molestation and rape. 
(Abstract--Naticnal Institute of Mental Health) 

Geis, G. Gr~up sexual assaults. Medical Aspects of Human 
Sexuality, May 1971, 5, lqO-113. 

Discusses group rape in terms of well-established principles 
of collective behavior. It is noted that rape is the most under
reported major criminal offense in the U. S., and group rape the 
most understudied. Studies are cited indicating, among reported 
forcible rape cases, a high percentage of multiple o:ffenders 
(over 70%). One study comparing single vs. multiple offenders 
found in the latter cases: (a) young persons disproportionately 
represented, (b) alcohol more apt to be involved (54 vs. 46%), 
(c) higher incidence of criminal records (68 vs. 40%), (d) less 
involvement of automobiles, and (e) a higher incidence of fellatio 
(113 vs. 30 instances). Anthropological evidence is cited sug-
gesting that frequency and manner of rape committed is linked to 
the sexual climate of an area. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

Ginsberg, G. 
women. 
66-78. 

Effects on men of increased sexual freedom for 
Medical Aspects of Human Sexuality, 1973, 7 (2), 
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'", Several aspects of male behavior and sexuality in the face of ~ 

a changing social scene, with special reference to increased 1 
.~ sexual freedom for women are discussed. In this context, pn~mature '.1. 

ej acula tion, impotence, retarded ej acula tion, rape, and indecent :./i.· 

exposure are considered. It is concluded that a particular beha- 1 
vior may tell relatively little about what underlies it, anil that J 
simply doing away with harmful repression will.not bring about it 
sexual utopia. (Abstract~-National Institute of Mental Health) ~ 

Hartmann, K. Uber juvenile gruppennotzuch~sdelikte (Rapes com
mitted by juvenile groups). Monatsschrift fur Kriminologie 
und Strafrechtsreform (Germany), February 1964, 47 (1), 
24-38. ' 

Case studies of rapes committed by juvenile delinquents in 
groups or gangs. Juvenile ~exual deviation in groups. Discus
sion of causes and motivations. The influence of mass media, 
puberty and adolescence. The influence of neglect. Statistics 
in juvenile rapes in West Berlin city, Germany, 1958-1962. 
Research. Descriptive. General discussion. (Crime and Delin
quency Abstracts) 

Kanin, E. G. Male aggression in dating-cou~tship relations. 
The American' Journal of Sociology, 1957, 63" 197-204. 
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Approximately 62 percent of a group of university fr~shmen 
women reported experiencing offensive male sexual aggresslon 
during the year prior to university entrance. Proneness to ~exual 
aggression appears associated w~th,a l~ck of.p~rental sex ~ul~a~ce 
and the absence of older male slbllngs. Cer~aln ~h~racterlstlc~ 
of the pair relationship also increase the probablll ty of aggre:)
sion. 'rhe adjustive reactions of the offended femal~ are strong.Ly 
influenced by prior parental guidance and the severlty and provoca
tion of the aggressive episode. (Author Abstract) 

k t 1 C ' l' n Tokyo and Nev7 York; social Kumsa a, Y., e . a. rlmes 
cultural perspectives. Biocharacterist, 1972, 2 (5), 169. ' 

Were four times as many rapes, five times as m~r,lY homicides 
and 150 times as many robberies in New York City as :1.n Tc;>kyo. 
The volume of major crimes in the two cities s~ows OPPoslte trends 
over the years, with crime in New York on th~ lncrease., Results 
suggest that c~imes in Tokyo may contain a hlgh propc;>rtlon,of , 
crimes involving known or acquainted individuals, w~lle crlmes ln 
New York tend to' involve strangers. The breakdown JLn ~ultural 
patterns of human relationships may underlie the dynamlcs c;>f 
crimes directed at known individuals, and breakdown of sc;>clal 
system for crimes directed at strangers. (Abstract'--Natlonal 
Institute of Mental Health) . 

LeVine, R. Gusii sex offense: A study in social control. 
American Anthropologist, 1959, 6, 965-990. 

The high incid(~nce of rape in Gusii is an important social 
problem. LeVine discusses the causes for,the"high frequenc;:y o~ 
rape and proposes hypotheses for controillng sexual behavlor ln, 
human societies." The Gusii have customary, forms c~f ~e~ antagonlsm 
and restrictions on premarital sexual relatlons. Legltlma~e sexual 
relations involve the man overpowering the female and causlng her 
pain -during intert.:::ourse. "RaI?e committed by G~sii ~e:r;t can be :een 
as an extent ion of this legitlmate pattern ~o 1;le~fltlmat7 cc;>n,_ 
texts under the pressure of sexua~ frustr~tlon. ...).exua~ It;hlbl 
tions, delay of marriage due to hlgh dowrles, and zestrl~tlons on 
intraclan sexual relations are causes of sexual frustratlon. 

Merriam, A. P. Aspects of sexual behaviors among th7 Bala 
(Basongye)·. In D. Marshall, Human sexual behavlor. New 
York: Basic Books" 1971. Pp. 71-102. 

A brief description of the aala culture and economy is given. 
The study of sexual behavior was not the cen~ral ~onc~rn of the 
field research reported. The behavior descrlbed,15,from th~ 
masculine vieiwpoint and is limited to ethnoq-raphlc lnfo::mat70n. 
Differentiation between male and female among the Bala lS ~lS
cussed. Men are dominant and predominant." Women ar~ consldered 
weak, meek and unintelligent. Shame s~nctlQ~S at'e dlscussed in 
relation to nudity, elimination, and dlScusSlon of these and 
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sexu~l func~ion~. A description of normal sexual behavior is 
pr<;>vlded, ~lth ln~orma~ion on masturbation, circumcision, court
ShlP, kel<;>ld mar~l,ng, , lntercourse positions, .elopement, marriage, 
mens~ruatl0~, Chlld ~lrth and adultery. Abnormal sexual behavior 
cons~dered lncludes lnCe$t, impotency and bachelorhood. Trans
ves~ltes are termed,k~t~sha,amo~g the bala. A full discussion of 
the~r role~ ~nd actlvltles lS glven. R~pe is discussed. Other 
manlfestatl0ns of sexual interest reported include songs, drum 
name~ and folktales. 10 references. (Abstract--National 
Instltute of Mental Health) 

Mintz, B. Patterns in forcible rape: A review-essay. Criminal 
Law Bulletin, 1973, 9 (8), 703-710. 

M~ntz,revi~ws Menachem Amir's Patterns in Forcible Rape to 
~etermlne If,Amlr adequately analyzed the social factors involved 
1~ rap~. ~lr concludes that a statistica.lly significant rela
tlonshlp eXlsts between high rape rate and lower socioeconomic 
class~s and blacks. Amir postulates that the high incidence of 
rape lS a co~sequence of the subcultural emphasis of the black 
culture on vlolence and aggression. Mintz offers alternative 
hypotheses to Amir's conclusions. 

Svalast'oga, K. Rape and the social structure. Pacif ic Soc.io
logical Review, 1962, 5, 48-53. 

Svalastoga develops and tests hypotheses concerning social 
s~at~s of the victim, prior victim-offender relationship, aLd 
v~ctlm-offender status dif~erential. He proposes sex ratio 
d~ffe~enc~s as an explanatl0n for variation in the geographic 
dlstrlbutl0n of rape .. Author reviews the research literature on 
r~pe,and the~ presents descriptive data on characteristics of 
vlctlm, as~allant, and assault. Rape occurred most often out
doo:s, durlng,the weekend, between 10 P.M. and 4 A.M. and with 
a wlde range ln extent of violence. Most victims were single 
15-19 years old, and traveling alone at time of offense' most' 
0l~fenders were single, 15-29 years old, and of average intel-

1gence. 

Wolfgang, M. E. Sociological factors in homicide. In S. Palmer, 
Rebe~lion and retreat. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill, 
1972. 

T~e sociological characteristics of offender and victims in 
588 Phlladelphia homicides were studied. These persons are . 
poo~, oppressed, and blocked from achieving the stated goals of' 
soclety. A subcultu:e of violence therefore develops in which 
~uch pe~sons becom~ lnvolved. Findings indicate that homicide 
lS a crlme of, paSS1(,:m that, is not generally premeditated and is 
no~ a psychotlcmanlfestatl0n. It usually develops out of con
fllct between the prevailing middle class values of society and 
the va;I..ues of a subsocial or subcultural group.' The greater the 
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degree of integration of the individual into this subculture, the 
more likely is violent behavior. Highest rates of rape, aggra
vated assaults, and recidivism among these groups are additional 
confirmation of the existence of this subculture. The race 
.factor in criminal homicide is alarming and should alert both 
white and black leaders of the need for integrating deviant 
blacks and members of other minority groups into the community. 
18 references. (Abstract--National Institute of Mental Health) 

popular. Articles 

Brownmiller, S. Rashomon in Maryland: Giles~Johnson rape case. 
Esquire, May 1968, 69, 130-132. 

A thorough account of the details of the Giles-Johnson . 
rape case is given. The major elements of the case brought it to 
the Supreme Court of Maryland twice, and finally concluded with 
two of the three defendants being released from serving a 
sentence of life imprisonment and the remaining defendant being 
granted a full pardon. The factors important to the case revolve 
around such issues as public sentiment against the original 
death sentence (and resulting formation of a committee of 
citizens who contributed time and money for a more comprehen
sive investigation of the case), the alleged victim's reputation 
of promiscuity before the incident, as well as her self-incriminat
irig remarks after the incident, and the racial issue of three 
black men standing trial before an all white jury for the rape of 
a l6-year-old white girl. An account of the' defendant's personal
ities along with the committee's influence upon their future is 
included. 

Chriss, N. C. Rape in Birmingham: Can a black be acquitted? 
Nation, December 28, 1970, 211, 690-691. 

"', 
The implications of race in the Birmingham, Alabama case of 

a twenty-one year old black male allegedly raping a twenty year 
old white female are reported. The f~cts surrounding the inci
dent indicate the probable innocence of the accused assailant who 
was released on bond. Consequent sentiments of the father of 
the victim,and a prominent plack attorney's opposition to a white 
lawyer's arranging for bond and preparing to handle the case are 
described. 

"Code R"--for Rape. Newsweek, November 13, 1972, 75, 80. 

A chaplains' counseling service for rape victims at Univer
sity of Chicago hospitals and clinics is described. The goal of 
the service is to, act as an intermediary between the distraught 
victim and the institutional atmosphere of ·the emergency room. 
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As soon as a rape victim enters a University of Chicago hospital, 
the emergency room staff refers her to one o'f the fifteen chaplains 
in the counseling program. The chaplain's duty is to respond to 
the psychological trauma ,experienced by the victim of the rape, 
to assist her with filling out hospital administration forms, and 
to accompany her for treatment. At the start of the new program, 
approximate~¥ one hal~ of the rape victims were referred tO,the 
counseling service; after eight months, almost all rape pat1ents 
were referred to the service. 

Cohn, B. N. Succumbing to rape? The Second Wave, 1972, 2 (2), 
24-270 

Gives a description of a personal experience with rape which 
was told by the victim to a consciousness rai 9ing group. It 
covers the actual details of the rape; reactions by others, 
specifically the doctor to whom the victim went; and her own 
feelings. The author then elaborates upon the pattern which most 
rapes follow, using data gathered from 62 women who had been 
raped by strangers. Details time, setting, initial reactions of 
the victim, reasons for not fighting back, and attitudes of 
doctors consulted. Discusses long term effects on the women in 
their attitudes toward people in general and changes in life 
style. 

Court-martial jurisdiction; rape case of I. Relford. Nation, 
January 18, 1971, 212, 69-70. 

The question 'of military jurisdiction in the case of a crime 
not service-connected is examined in light of the conviction of 
a G.I., Isaiah Relford, for raping an airman's wife and another 
soldier's sister at Fort Dix, N. J. The article points out that 
the Army did not have jurisdiction in the 1956 case of the rape 
of a girl in Honolulu by a sergeant. In addition, Justice 
William o. Douglas' comments concerning the shortcomings of mili
tary justice and the definition of "service-connected" crimes and 
the military's control over on-base crimes are cited in the 
Relford case. 

Douglas, C. A. Rape in literature. Second Wave, 1972, No.2. 

Discusses the treatment of rape in literature by both male 
and female authors, using examples to make the point that in all 
cases the woman is seen as partly responsible for the assault. 
In the case of Herzog by Saul Bellows, rape of a young girl and .a 
young boy are both treated, with the latter being d~fined as 
much more traumatic. All the authors discussed treat rape as 
something which should not deeply bother the woman, but that she 
should respond to bravely and lightly. 

The facts on rape. HUman Behavior, .June 1973. 
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A summary of available statistics on rape, including 
demographic and psychological data on the offenders, and. a small 
amount on the victims. 

Gordon, G. What constitutes rape. Valor', 1965, 3 (4), 16-20. 

, Crime reports show an increase in rape cases each year. The 
greater percentages are caused by ignorance of the maze created 
by today I s sexual la.·ds. The greatest proportion of rape charges 
are in the so-called "s,tatutory" column, while only about twenty 
percent of the reported rape cases are in the forcible class. 
Statutory rapists are often quite normal men of every class who 
have coital relations with slightly underage girls. Many of 
them are ignorant of the law or of the girl's true 'age ~t the 
time of committing the offense. This illustrates a ser10US 
deficiency in the laws as they are drawn up in many states; 
naMely, that a young man innocently involved with an oversexed, 
mature-looking girl of fifteen receives the same treatment for 
taking what has been willingly offered him as the brutal true 
offender. An exploration of multiple cases of alleg~d rape a~d 
facts qeemed to constitute rape leads to the conclus10n.that 1S 
not possible to define what constitutes ra~e. The l~ws of,the 
various states are almost as varied as the1r number ln the1r 
definition. This is further confused and complicated by the , 
opposing views of attorneys, the judge's char~e, ~nd the d~term1na
tion by the jury of what the legislators had 1n m1nd when 1t drew 
up the statute. (Crime and Delinquency Abstracts) 

Griffin, S. Rape: The all-American crime. Ramparts, September 
1971, 10, 26-35. 

Ms. Griftin seems to feel that our culture teaches and 
perpetuates rape. The culture teaches a man to be aggressive, to 
view violence as innate. Consequently the difference in the 
professional rapist and the average d~minant het~rosexual may be 
mainly a quantitative difference. ThlS s~me soc1et¥ teache~ a 
woman to be passive and sees her as a man s possesslon. Th1S 
results in rape laws that are desiqned to protect the man's 
property, giving him an orderly outlet for vengeance 
against the man who has "devalued" his sexual pO,psession. And 
through it all the man has the fantasy that the woman has secretly 
wanted the rape. "But rape is not an ~solated,act th~t can be 
rooted out from patriarchy without end1ng patr~archy 1tself • ,. 
As the symbolic expressi'on of the white male h1erarchy, rape 1S the 
quintessential act of our civilization •••• " 

Gruson, K. Rape crisis center offers aid to victims. The Boston 
Phoenix, April 24, 1973, p. 8. 

The first rape crisis center in Bo~to~, Massachusett~ is the 
subject of this article. A brief descr1pt10n of the serV1ces 
offered by the Center and a list of five basic medical needs 
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which should be met quickly in the case of rape are .includ~d. ,In 
addition a statement of the aims and goals of the Center lS glven, 
as well ~s a very brief discussion of self-defense practicality, 
the male attitude toward women and rape, basic feminist philosophy 
concerning women and sex, and treatment in Boston-area hospitals. 

Lear, M. W.~ What can you say about laws that tell a man: "If, 
you rob a woman you might as well rape her too--the rape lS 
free." Redbook, September 1972. 

"Many men think there is no such,thin~ as rape-:--only forc~d 
seduction; many feminists do not belleve ln seductlon--o~ly dlS
guised rape." Lear states that a woma~ is often r~p~d tw~ce--:-once 
by the man violating her body and aga1n by the cr1mlnal Justlce 
system, judges, and attorneys who violate her rights., A rape, 
victim faces attitudes and laws that pronounce her gU1lty untll 
proved innocent. 

Lindsey, K., et. ale Aspects of rape. Second Wave, 1972, No.2, 
28-30. 

Discusses rape as the oaradigm of woman's experience in 
American society, the ultim~·te result of the socialization of 
men as the aggressor and women the passive receptor. Points out 
that fear of rape contributes to k€!eping women dependent upon 
men,. physically, emotionally, morally, and legally, and inter-, 
feres strongly with her freedom. The authors argue that rape 1S 
seen socially and legally as a violation of man's property and 
that rape will continue until there is a basic change in the way 
children are raised. 

Maitland, L. Rape study details the how, the why and the who. 
New York ~imes, July 29, 1974, p. 25. 

Discusses efforts of the sex crimes analysis unit of the New 
York City Police Department in dealing with the problem of rape. 
The sex crimes unit has expanded greatly in the t'wo years of its 
existence and is presently under evaluation in an independent 
study by the Police Foundation. The police officers ~ie~ rape 
as an aggressive, as well as a sexual,assault. Statlstlcs 
gathered by the New York City police indicate thdt mo~t rape 
there is intraracial, with a higher percentage occurr1ng among 
the black populatio~and that the occurrence of assault by "white· 
collar rapists" is increasing. 

Manville, W. Mind of the rapist. Cosmopolitan, 1974, 176 (1), 74. 

The author depicts various rape scenes in a.n attempt to , 
identify thought patterns in the mind of the rapist. Aggresslon 
is seen as a paramount factor in the assault. 'The rap~st channels 
his excessive aggression sexually and acts to a"ssert h1S power , II 

over women. Often the rapist is acting out "masturbatory fantasles 
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and/or avenging imaginary sexual humiliation. Action which can 
prevent completion of the assault is the interruption of the rape 
fantasy. Introduction of the unexpected by the victim helps 
break the rhythm of the rape act as previously fantasized by the 
rapist. 

Revolt against rape. Time, July 22, 1974, p. 85. 

A general article on rape, including statistics on incidence 
of reported rape, whic;::h is increasing dramatically; and fig';lres on 
actual incidence; and rate of conviction. Reas,ons for the lncrease 
of rape and demographic data are included. Change~ being , 
made in rape laws and in courtroom procedure are cl~ed; and eVldence 
for growing concerns for the victims by police departments, 
hospitals, and feminist groups is cited. 

Schurr, C. Hape: Victim as crim:i.nal. Pi ttsburgh Forum, November 
5, 1971. 

Presents a history of the women's movement in ~he rape ~ssue. 
Schurr notes that rape is the most underreported c:1me--~ne ln 
five rapes is reported. Factors which ofte~ nega;lvelY,lnf~uence 
the treatment of rape victims are: (1) pol1cemen s sU?~ectlve 
evaluation concerning rape; (2) maintenance of the doufHe standard 
in which "good" women (jurors) are pitted against "bad" women 
(victims)~ (3) preservation of the rape myth that women want to 
bE~ raped i and (4) legal requirements that dwell more ~n the . 
victim's actions than the assailant's. Article also lncludes a 
list of preventative measures to guard against assault. 

Silverberg, S .. Rape: The most savage carnal knowledge. 
Cosmopolitan, 1974, 177 (3), 48. 

The majority of rape cases are never reported. Of those 
cas~s reported, a small number are prosecuted, and still,a sm~ller 
number are convicted. The author describes a rape case ln WhlCh 
the trial was dismissed because of lack of corroborative evidence. 
Harsh corroboration laws in many states have improved, but the 
number of convictions has not increased. The myth of the "rape 
fantasy"--tpat \'lomen enjoy, or invite, rape-:--often influences the 
reactions of family police, and courts. Sllverberg shows how 
the myth of the +ap~ fantasy and the law p~otect the offender 
more than the victim. 

Thompson, K. and Medea, A. How to pick up men and throw them 
against the wall. Women Sports, August 1974, 32-66. 

Practical methods of self defense are discussed. The authors 
describe appropriate stances, kicks, an~ hand movemen~s used to 
defend oneself if confronted by an.assa1lant. In a vlolent, 
physical confrontation, many women must overc;::ome the fear of 

~ inflicting pain on others. When a woman is confronted and must 
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fight, she should know how to fight. Thompson and Medea suggest 
the martial arts as one approach to self defense. They have 
developed a strategy for avoidance of attack and state that the 
element of surprise is the key to deterrence. 

Women against~rape. ~, April 1973, 104. 

Rape crisis centers have been established in about 28 U. 
,cities and some police departments have begun assigning women 
their rape investigation units. (Abstract--National Criminal 
Justice Reference Service) 

Rape CFisis Center Publications 

BenDor, J. Guidelines for counseling rape victims. 
Crisis Center of Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1973. 

Women's 

s. 
to 

This paper is a guideline for counselors in women's cr1S1S 
centers. It gives the needs of counselor preparation, especially 
the need for a counselor to be able to devote three full days to 
the rape victim. Also offered is a description of the different 
emotional stages of the rape experience. The bulk of the article 
is devoted to a step by step explanation of what the counselor 
should do when a rape case is reported, determined by the time 
elapsed since the rape and the emotional state of the victim. 
Also, major factors needed f6r a successful prosecution in a rape 
case are listed. 

Boston Women's Health Collective. Our Bodies Ourselves. 
York: Simon and Schuster, 1971. Pp. 92-97. 
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fl Propounds a feminist stance on rape in which rape in the ~,l 
United states is regarded as an outcome of "our cultural emphasis J 
on 'sex and violence.'" Stresses self defense as a method of '~ 
gaining confidence and self-reliance for women; also presents informa', 
self defense measures. ,Development of women's supportive services, , 
implementation of self defense training programs, and reform of 
sex crimes laws are encouraged as actions to be taken by women 
about a crime against women. 

Freedom from rape. 
of Ann Arbor. 

Rape Education Project, Women's Crisis Center 
(2nd Ed.) 1974. 

This newspaper-type publication contains articles on legal" 
action (criminal and civil) open to the rape vicitm, rape la'w, an 
account given by a rapist, suggestions to women as to how to lower 
their chances of being raped, myths concerning rape, an account 
given by a rape victim, what to expect from police, meqico.l -aid' .~, 
information, and self-defense techniques. ~. 
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How to start a rape crisis center~ Washington, D. C. Rape 
Crisis Center, 1972. 

This booklet is wr.itten about the formation and first two 
months operation of the rape crisis center in Washington, D. C . 

j 

It outlines the planning and development of this center, the needs 
of rape vi.ctims, and tells how that center meets these needs. 
Some alternatives to the methods used by the D. C. center, problems 
it has faced and soluti'ons it has found, and general information 
concerning its activities outside the center are als? offered. 
Eleven appendices are included covering: (1) a work1ng paper do:r:e 
by a rape discussion group (dealing with medical, 17g~1, co~nsel1ng, 
and discrimination needs), (2) the form used to Sol~d~t proJect, 
participants, (3) a chronology of meetings ~eld be~ore ~~6 open1ng 
of the crisis center, (4) their transportat10n po11cy~ ,5) a 
hospital form, (6) a mock phone conversation, (7) publi<?a'tions :='0 
pr.epare for rape conferences, (8) a press release, (9) ~nfo~a~lqn 
on the center, (10) calling card, (11) the by-laws of the cr1S1S 
center. 

Mathias, C. Rape prevention and control act (S2422). Congres
sional Record, September 17, 1973, Vol. 119, No. 134. 

A record of the arguments of Senator Mathias (Maryland) con
cerning his bill which rtlould set up a National Center for Contr,91 
and Prevention of Rape within the Nat~onal Institute of Mental, 
Health. Data on the rising rate of S7xual ass~ult and th8 va71o~s 
reasons why rape is underreportedare 1ncluded 1n sen~tor Math1~s 
arguments that the existing laws are not succes~f~l 1:r: prevent1ng 
rape and may actually be impeding the process ot, Ju~tJ,ce where 
rape is concerned. The ~mp~ct rape has on ~he v1c~lm and her 
family, along with the d1ff1culty she ~xper1ences 1:r: ev~ry aspect 
of the criminal justice system is discussed. The b111 1S presented 
in the record. 

Miami/Dade County Rape Task Force. Medical treatment of the rape 
victim. Jackson Memorial Hospital, Rape Treatment Center, 
Miami, Florida, 1974. 

This booklet, prepared by the Miami/Dade County Rape Task 
Force is composed of three sections. The first is a three,page 
recommendation of suggested physician-nurse procedure, tak1ng 
into account the interests of the patient and protection of the 
physician. The second s~ction describes the pr?tocolof Jack~on 
Memorial Hospital staff in rape treatment, and 1nclude~a me~l<?al 
report form. The third section of the booklet deals w1th crlS1S 
intervention procedures (telephone contact and emergency room 
procedures). Also included are a proposed consen~ form fc;r 
victims: ofallego?d srexual abuse, and a proposed b1ll of r1ghta 
for rape victimsM 
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National Rape Task Force Project Kit--National Organization for 
Women. Chicago, Illinois, 1973. 

Contains a. feminist bibliography on rape and quest,1onnaires 
which deal with determining attitudes and procedures of medical, 
law enforcem~nt, and court personnel who deal with rape victims. 
Includes .. ~ R~J?,?rt on Rape in th7 Suburbs," .comJ?iled by the 
Northern V~rg2n~a Chapter of Nat20nal Organ~zat~on for Women. 
The report discusses attitudes and emotional trauma encountered 
by the rape victim; summarizes information on procedures and 
attitudes of major Northern Virginia police departments, hospitals, 
and prosecutors: and supplies recommendations for improvement of . 
the treatment of r.ape victims by these agencies. 

Seattle Women's Commission. Rap~~--a report to the city. Seattle, 
Washington, February 1974. 

The '~"'lcidence of rape is rapidly increasing in Washington. 
This report of the Seattle Women's Commission stresses that women 
have the right to be full participants in daily community 
activities. The report recommends changes for law enforcement 
(sensitivity training for police officers, increase size of 
Morals Squad), the prosecutor's office, the jUdiciary, and the 
ture o The commission stresses tha'c education of the community 
will help erase myths and stereotypes concerning the assault of 
rape and will increase effectivenesls of rape prevention programs. 

Women Against Rape, Detroit •. Stop Rape. Women's Resource Center, 
Detroit, Michigan, 1973. 

Develops the premise lIa basic change in the attitudes 
toward rape as condoned aggression on the part of men and as 
an accepted evil by women is the only real solution to the con
tinuance of rape in today's culture. II Reviews general statistical 
information of the rapist, the victim and the assault. Discusses 
current myths about rape and factual information which dispells the 
these myths. Details self-protection measures for women including 
avoidance and body techniques. Provides suggestions of change 
which women change implement to stop rape. 

Women Organized Against Rape. Individual and program referrals 
(Booklet). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1973. 

This report concerns the services offered by WOAR to the 
rape victim. A description of the services available (basically 
referral) . and information concerning which services can best 
benefit individual victims are given. 'l1heservices listed in 
the article, along with procedures for making 'the ~eferrals are 
(1) referral to a rap grouPF (2) referral to an individual 
therapist, (3) referral to the support phone call neb-7ork, (4) 
referral to agencies and programs that can deal with the victim's 
specific needs. Also i.ncluded in the report are a data form 
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concerning the referral, an emergency room form, a medical.fac~ 
sheet (dealing with the hospital, the examination, and med~cat2ons) 
to help the worker become familiar with her role in,the :ape 
examination and treatment, a glossary of terms deal~ng w~th 
ri:lpe and female anatomy, and a diagram showing the female 
rl~production system. 
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